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Abstract

Semantic-Free Utterances can be an effective way of communication in human-robot
interaction to convey intentions and emotions to the users in simple and easy-to-
understand ways. Although a lot of research is done on semantic-free utterances,
musical utterances are a type of semantic-free utterances that are barely researched
beyond expressing emotions. In the context of a transportation robot in a hospi-
tal needing help, they seem to be promising to evoke empathy and therefore elicit
prosocial behavior from people in the surrounding area of the robot. However, to
date, it is not known yet whether they are successful in doing so. Therefore, our
study looks at the extent musical utterances are able to communicate intentions and
emotions that result in empathy and prosocial behavior toward a robot. Together with
sound designers, we created musical utterances for specific scenarios in which the
robot has a problem where it needs support from people. We tested these sounds
in an online video study where participants watched videos of the robot in situations
where it is stuck and either used no sounds, beeping sounds, or musical sounds.
Our results indicate that people hearing the musical utterances as means of com-
munication by the robot perceived more empathy evoking emotions. Interestingly,
the musical utterances evoked higher levels of cognitive empathy compared to no
sounds and beeping sounds. Against our expectations, the confidence of the par-
ticipants in the interpretation of the robot’s intentions was the highest in the beeping
sound condition. For all other cases, our results did not indicate significant differ-
ences between the sound conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the
communication of emotions musical utterances seem useful, but to make the robot’s
intention more legible, it is more effective to rely on simpler sounds like beeping
sounds. Still, especially with regard to empathy and prosocial behavior, we cannot
draw concrete conclusions and future research should consider this.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In hospitals, a large variety of transportation tasks are executed. Although these
processes are often invisible to patients, they can have a great impact on their ex-
perience. One example is the flow of materials. Within a hospital, a great amount of
materials needs to be organized. Therefore, a complex transportation system to or-
ganize the flow of materials exists in hospitals [1]. This and other tasks are currently
executed by humans. However, hospital personnel taking over these tasks could
pose great challenges for the future like staff shortage and exposure to risks. By
2030, a shortage of 15 million healthcare workers worldwide is expected [2]. Next
to that, transporting materials carries additional risks for the workers. For example,
during the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare workers were exposed to the virus and
infections with it led to further staff shortage [3]. Taking this together, the healthcare
system is facing and will face more and more challenges that need to be solved to
ensure a functioning system.

Burdens for the healthcare system, like staff shortages and exposure to risks,
can be counteracted by expanding the use of technologies. By relying more on
technologies in this sector, the efficiency of healthcare workers can be increased.
They can focus on the tasks which essentially need humans to execute them [2].
In addition, the use of technology gives healthcare workers the chance to focus
more on the tasks they enjoy doing. One example of introducing technology in the
healthcare sector is the use of robots. Accordingly, the Harmony project1 aims to
develop a robot that executes on-demand delivery tasks and automates the bioassay
sample flow, so the flow of test samples. These are tasks that are currently executed
by staff members who are overqualified for these [4].

The goal of the project is to develop a robot that can navigate autonomously
through the hospital. However, still, situations might occur in which the robot requires
some form of support or help from people in its environment. An example is when
a door that the robot needs to go through is closed. However, it is very likely that

1The website of the project can be found here.

1

https://harmony-eu.org/


2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

experts on the robots are not nearby and might not even be needed to resolve those
problems. Hence, people in the environment of the robot should engage in prosocial
behaviors to quickly resolve the issue. Resulting, the processes of the robot are
not much interrupted and the robot is actually of added value to the hospital staff.
Therefore, the robot needs to interact with people in such a way that they are, on the
one hand, willing to help and cooperate with the robot and, on the other hand, also
understand what the robot needs. When interacting with people, social capabilities
are of great importance as robots become part of our social environment. Based
on these, interactions between humans and technology should feel as natural as
possible to the users. This means, that the machines should become social agents,
someone or something that possesses social abilities and capabilities [5]. Although,
the project might not aim to develop and design a social robot in the first place, as
soon as robots start interacting with people social skills become important.

One example of these social capabilities is experiencing and showing empathy.
In short, empathy can be defined as the ability to perceive and understand another’s
emotions [5]. Empathy is an essential factor in human-human interactions relating
to many other variables. For example, a strong relationship exists between empathy
and forgiveness [6]. People that are more empathetic are also more easily able to
forgive others. Similarly, empathy and trust are also closely related [7]. People that
show more empathy are trusted more by others. These are only two examples of
why empathy is an important interpersonal factor.

Most interesting for the current use case is the relationship between empathy
and prosocial behavior. The more empathetic someone is the more likely they are to
engage in prosocial behavior. The results from Welp and Brown [8] for example show
that by feeling empathy for someone in need of help, an altruistic motivation to help
this person is elicited. This relationship between empathy and prosocial behavior
is highly relevant in the current use case where the robot possibly will encounter
situations in which it wants prosocial behavior from the people around it, such as a
closed door or another obstacle in the way. Hence, the robot should communicate
in such a way that it evokes empathy and prosocial behavior.

To evoke empathy, it is important that the target of empathy communicates emo-
tions. Displaying emotions clearly and communicating them, increases the extent to
which people feel empathetic [9]. Voice is one important modality to communicate
emotions in human-human interaction [10]. Interestingly, non-semantic signals are
at least similarly important to display emotions. In speech, the variation of prosodic
features closely relates to the display of emotions [11]. Hence, to evoke empathy,
emotions should be communicated through the voice. Here, non-semantic informa-
tion plays a big role to convey these emotions.

In the field of robotics, semantic free utterances (SFU) are a new way of com-
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munication that makes use of non-semantic sound signals. In the past years, SFU
gained a lot of attention as means of communication [12]. Films like WALL-E and
Star Wars with the robot R2D2 demonstrate well that these robots can communicate
effectively with and to humans by using sounds without semantic content. Similarly,
Zaga et al. [13] demonstrated in their study, that gibberish speech, one form of SFU,
is well understood by children and that they were able to communicate the inten-
tions of a robot. The use of sounds had a great additional value compared to no
sounds [13]. Nonetheless, the interpretation of SFU is not always straightforward.
The interpretation of the sounds is often influenced by other modalities, for example,
body movements or facial expressions. Accordingly, people interpret robots as a
whole [14]. Next to that, interpreting the subtleties of SFU is hard for people. For
example, with regards to emotions, children categorized emotions always in cate-
gories of general emotions like happy or sad. However, they did not make more
specific differentiations [14]. Accordingly, SFU are a very promising field for robot
communication, but there are also still a lot of challenges that are not solved yet.

Musical utterances are one type of SFU that are not well-researched. Musical
utterances are musical pieces that result from the variation of different attributes of
music, like rhythm, dynamics, timbre, or pitch [12]. Musical utterances have the ad-
vantage of being genderless. By relying on genderless robots, negative influences
of gender-based biases and stereotypes are avoided. Importantly, voice is one of
the important features to communicate gender and hence to make genderless ac-
cordingly [15]. Compared to speech-like utterances like gibberish speech, musical
utterances are by default genderless and hence avoid any implicit or explicit influ-
ence of gender on the perception and interaction. Additionally, musical utterances
have the advantage of not being used by any other real or fictional species or char-
acters. The use of music and especially, electroacoustic music, opens up the possi-
bility of creating new ways of expressing utterances. Hence they are not yet charged
with expectations from known characters making use of them [16]. In this regard,
musical utterances possibly enable new forms of human-machine interactions.

To communicate emotions, musical utterances can be built upon the knowledge
already existing. It is long known that musical pieces can convey a lot of emotions
to the listeners. Jee et al. [17] made use of these insights. They designed sounds
for a robot to communicate emotions and their results showed that people were well
able to identify the emotions. Similarly, in another study, researchers developed
an approach to generate emotional musical sequences in response to input from
human language. The authors argue that their complete system increases user en-
gagement [18]. In various studies, it has been generally shown that people can feel
empathetic towards robots (see for example [19] [20]). Also, the results of the study
by Holm et al. [21] confirm that sound signals can evoke empathy and prosocial
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behavior. However, they also stress the importance of looking at musical signals
as these are positioned between beeps and a voice. However, the question arises
whether people feel empathetic toward robots communicating emotions through mu-
sical utterances. To our knowledge, this is not yet researched but musical utterances
have several advantages, especially in the current use case. Additionally, Savery et
al. [18] also raise the need to further expand the use of musical utterances beyond
purely communicating emotions. Accordingly, it is not clear yet whether musical
utterances can communicate intentions beyond emotions.

1.1 Report Outline

Taking everything together, we see a gap in the literature concerning how musical
utterances can convey the intentions of robots. Currently, musical utterances have
been only regarded as means to communicate emotions without conveying a spe-
cific need or attempting to elicit a specific social behavior. However, other types
of SFU have been shown to effectively communicate the intentions of the robot as
well. In addition to this, the relationships between communicating emotions, evoking
empathy, and prosocial behavior found in human-human interaction are not yet re-
searched in human-robot interaction (HRI). Especially in the current use case of the
Harmony project, they seem of important added value in situations where the robot
is stuck and non-experts should engage in prosocial behaviors to resolve the issue.
Therefore, in our study, we will look at the following overall research question:

To what extent are musical utterances able to communicate intentions and emo-
tions that result in empathy and prosocial behavior toward a robot?

We designed musical sounds for the communication of the robot. These sounds
were tested in an online video study. We investigated to what extent musical utter-
ances are able to be understood and increase the levels of empathy and prosocial
behavior.

We structure the report as follows. In Chapter 22, we describe relevant back-
ground research regarding empathy, SFU, legibility, and prosocial behavior. Based
on this we define our concrete research questions and hypotheses. Following this,
Chapter 3 is about the sound design that was done to attain musical utterances that
fit the current use case well. In Chapter 4, the description of the study to evaluate
the sounds can be found and the results of this are described in Chapter 5. The

2Parts of the Introduction and Background Chapters are based on the Research Topics report,
which has been written by these authors in preparation for this Thesis.
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discussion and interpretation of these results follow in Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter
7 we draw final conclusions and outline recommendations for future studies.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Semantic Free Utterances

As described before, one way of expressing emotions is through auditory signals.
However, communication by verbal expressions does not necessarily always take
place in the form of (spoken) language. Previous research demonstrated that SFU
can be well understood by users. SFU are expressions of emotion or intent through
auditory communication that include sounds and vocalizations that do not contain
any semantic meaning [12]. Generally, SFU is an area that is becoming more im-
portant in HRI.

Research distinguishes between four different types of SFU. The first one is gib-
berish speech. Gibberish speech describes the ”vocalization of meaningless strings
of speech sounds” [22, p. 163]. The speech is correct in many ways, for example
phonetically, syntactically, or grammatically, but does not make sense or contain any
meaning. Secondly, non-linguistic utterances are sounds that are not speech and
are implemented as feedback mechanisms and social cues in HRI [23]. The third
category of SFU is paralinguistic utterances. These are utterances containing the
vocal factors of speech by going beyond the content of the utterance. Examples of
paralinguistic utterances are laughter or moans [12]. Lastly, musical utterances are
a form of robot communication that results from the variation of different attributes
of music like rhythm, dynamics, timbre, or pitch [12]. The sounds are deliberately
created for the communication of intent or state of robots [17]. All four categories
of SFU are distinct from each other. However, what unites them is their ability to
convey information to users without utilizing words.

SFU have many advantages as means of communication compared to other
communication channels. First of all, they are non-linguistic and non-cultural. In the
hospital, the chosen context for the study, a diverse group of people possibly encoun-
ters the robot. By communicating through SFU, robots are no longer dependent on a
specific language or dialect. Accordingly, they are considered advantageous in mul-

6



2.1. SEMANTIC FREE UTTERANCES 7

tilingual and multicultural contexts [12]. Additionally, the expectations of the users
can be more easily managed. Often, when robots make use of complex, human-like
speech, the users have higher expectations of the robot with regard to its capabili-
ties [12]. By using SFU these expectations can be better managed. However, one
drawback of SFU is that they are often context-dependent. People interpret SFU in
relation to what they perceive through other channels. For example, in one study,
the interpretations of the emotions of a robot were based on context rather than
non-linguistic utterance. The non-linguistic utterances were interpreted in the light
of the bigger context [24]. Similarly, the interpretation of SFU is also influenced by
the embodiment of the robot. Depending on the sound-embodiment match, non-
linguistic utterances are interpreted more or less emotion-arousing [25]. However,
when taking these drawbacks into account, SFU can be a promising field within HRI.

A lot of research has been done concerning how well SFU are understood by
users. However, as described earlier, from the world of animation it already became
clear that robots can communicate without the use of words. Wall-E and R2D2 make
use of beeps, whirrs, and squeaks to engage in interactions. Their communication is
highly effective [12]. Another example from research is the paper by Lee et al. [26].
They argue that non-linguistic utterances can be easily understood by the users of
robots. The understanding of non-linguistic utterances is more natural and therefore
simpler and faster. One reason for this is that non-linguistic are not as cognitively
demanding. This is also a result of the short processing time needed to understand
non-linguistic utterances [26]. Also, Breazeal [27] designed vocalizations for the
Kismet robot. By using gibberish speech, the robot is able to convey emotions and
intentions. SFU are able to communicate intentions beyond emotions. However, with
regard to musical utterances, barely any research exists about the extent they are
able to communicate intentions beyond emotions and therefore seems interesting to
further look into.

Taking this together, SFU gain more and more attention in HRI. There are dif-
ferent kinds of SFU that differ in the way they are created and what they sound
like. Overall, SFU are non-linguistic and non-cultural and also enable better expec-
tation management with regard to the skills and capabilities of the robot. Hence, in
the current use case, they seem to be a good fit as in a hospital the population is
very diverse and has different experiences with robots. Previous research has also
shown that SFU can convey intentions and emotions to users.

2.1.1 Musical Utterances

The use of musical sounds in HRI might be a promising field within SFU that is
not sufficiently researched yet. Musical utterances are deliberately created for the
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communication of emotions and intentions of robots [17]. This distinguishes musical
utterances from music in general as well as musical pieces. That music conveys
emotions is nothing new or surprising and it is part of the nature of music. By
creating a musical piece, the composers code their own feelings and emotions into
musical scores that can be perceived by the listeners. Next to that, here is also the
assumption that music and speech emerged from the same evolutionary root from a
psychological perspective [28]. Hence, they seem to share many characteristics in
conveying information.

Importantly, musical utterances also distinguish themselves from both auditory
icons and earcons. Auditory icons are sounds that are used in technologies and
which are based on a sound occurring in the real world. They represent virtual
objects of the system. Hence, the users are already familiar with the sounds due
to their inherent nature [29] and therefore, already attribute meaning to them. One
example is the clicking sound when taking a screenshot on the phone resembling the
clicking of a camera shutter [30]. Auditory icons are different from musical utterances
in this aspect of naturalness. Musical utterances are consciously designed to convey
emotion and meaning and do not relate to real-world sounds.

Next to that, earcons are defined as ”nonverbal audio messages used in the
user-computer interface to provide information to the user about some computer
object, operation, or interaction” [31, p. 13]. Accordingly, earcons represent objects
of technology. Both types of sounds are used as feedback for the activity of the user
[30]. This is another difference from musical utterances. With musical utterances,
robots also start an interaction and they can, but do not necessarily need, to occur
in response to user input. The last difference between auditory icons, earcons, and
musical utterances is the duration which is very short for auditory icons and earcons.
For example, the majority of auditory icons and earcons designed by Larsson et
al. [32] was no longer than one second. However, musical utterances are often a
lot longer than this (see for example [17]). Hence musical utterances can be clearly
distinguished from the other types of sound communication.

To create and design musical utterances, sound designers can take advantage
of well-researched insights into how music can convey emotions. Different features
of music, for example, tempo, key, pitch, melody, harmony, and rhythm, relate dif-
ferently to emotions. Already in 1935, Hevner [33] investigated the relationship be-
tween minor and major keys and their affective quality. By his study, he confirmed
that musical pieces written in a major key are identified as dynamic, displaying ex-
citement and joy, and sounding happy. In contrast, by making use of minor keys,
musical sequences are interpreted as, among others, melancholic, passive, and
depressive [33]. This clearly points out that the manipulation of features of music
influences how people perceive music. Since then, a lot of research has been done
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regarding how musical features can be manipulated to display various emotions.
For example, Juslin [34] looked into the psychological aspects of emotions in music.
Initially, he outlined a number of emotions and how they are represented through
musical features (for the full list see [34, p. 335]). This overview is in line with a
lot of other research demonstrating that depending on how musical parameters are
manipulated and come together, the musical piece is perceived differently by the
listeners.

Some research exists on how to implement music in robots to communicate emo-
tions. Jee et al. [35] designed musical sounds expressing specific emotional states
of a robot. For example, happiness is expressed through a high tempo, major keys, a
higher pitch, consonant harmonies, and a regular rhythm. On the contrary, sadness
is signaled through a slow tempo, minor keys, a narrow range of notes, dissonant
harmonies, and a firm rhythm [35]. One example of a musical utterance can be seen
in Figure 2.1. The aim here is to express sadness. Here, factors like pitch, timbre,
and the key of the utterance are manipulated deliberately to convey sadness [17].

Figure 2.1: Sadness expressed through a musical score.

Note. From ”Sound design for emotion and intention expression of socially interac-
tive robots” by Jee et al., 2010, Intelligent Service Robotics, p. 205.

First studies indicate that musical utterances can be well understood by users
of robots. When comparing the impact of musical sounds with the expressivity of
facial expressions, Jee et al. [35] found that the participants were more strongly
influenced by the musical condition in contrast to the facial expression condition.
Hence, music conveys stronger emotions than facial expressions [35]. Similarly,
Savery et al. [36] demonstrated that people are well able to recognize emotions from
music. In their study, relying only on audio and not on additional gestures elicited
the clearest emotion identification [36]. Therefore, when trying to show emotions
and elicit emotions in an observer, musical utterances could be very effective in
HRI.

Overall, musical utterances can be used to communicate emotions and clearly
distinguish themselves from other types of sound communication. When creat-
ing musical utterances for HRI, creators can build upon the long-known and well-
researched association between music and emotions. To date, a lot of research
exists on how the manipulation of musical features relates to concrete emotions.
First attempts have been made to implement musical utterances as means of com-
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munication in HRI. They have been successful in communicating specific emotions.
People were able to understand and interpret the emotions. However, current re-
search has not yet looked at the implications of communicating emotions through
musical utterances and whether this can evoke empathy in HRI. Additionally, so far,
it is not yet clear whether the communication of intentions beyond emotions can be
also achieved through musical utterances. However, trying to answer these ques-
tions seems highly relevant to the current use case.

2.2 Legibility

In order for human-robot collaboration and interaction to be successful, the behav-
iors of the robot have to be legible. In the current use case, we are interested in
whether musical utterances make the robot’s behavior more legible. In its original
meaning, legibility was a property of physically printed materials and referred to
the readability of these materials [37]. With regards to robots, legibility concerns
whether their behavior is readable. Lichtenthäler and Kirsch [38] defined legible
robot behavior as behavior that makes the intentions of the robot clear and under-
standable and that meets the expectations of the user. However, there seems to
be disagreement about whether legible behavior actually aligns with these expec-
tations. Dragan et al. [39] defined this as predictable behavior. Importantly pre-
dictability and legibility can also contradict each other. When behavior is legible, so
understood by the user, it does not mean it is predictable, so it meets the expecta-
tions of the use [39]. However, for the current use case, we ascribe to the first part of
the definition of legibility, the understanding of the behavior and the intentions of the
robot. Meeting the expectations of the user is not of main interest currently. Hence,
the discussion about how predictability and legibility are related is out of the scope
of the current research. Accordingly, in the current research, legible robot behavior
is regarded as behavior that is correctly understood by the users and which makes
the intentions of the robot clear.

Currently, a lot of research about legibility is looking at robot motion and naviga-
tion. For example, Angelopoulos et al. [40] considered situations in which people
and robots need to cross each other’s ways in narrow spaces. Their study showed
that using non-verbal behaviors, more specifically deictic gestures improve the leg-
ibility of the robot’s behavior and intentions [40]. More generally, a diverse set of
gestures can improve the legibility of the behavior and intentions of a robot. Any
additional gesture that relates closely to the goal of the robot improves the legibility.
Complementary gestures are able to clarify the intentions [41]. Hence, adding addi-
tional channels of non-verbal communication seems to improve the legibility of robot
behavior.
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So far, legibility has been mainly manipulated with motion and gestures. Ges-
tures generally improve the legibility of robot behavior and intentions. As described
before, another way to communicate the intentions of robots is SFU, more specifi-
cally musical utterances. However, to our current knowledge, no research has yet
studied at whether sounds can make robot behavior more legible. Therefore, the
question arises whether musical utterances are able to improve the legibility of robot
behavior and intentions.

2.3 Empathy

When the robot shows emotions and the intentions are legible, users might experi-
ence empathy. Empathy is an important concept for human-human interaction and
relates to many other important interpersonal concepts. Therefore, as robots enter
the worlds of humans empathy also becomes important in HRI. Especially in the
current context, where the robot wants people to engage in prosocial behaviors,
empathy can enhance the likelihood of this happening.

2.3.1 Definition

The term empathy originated from the German notion of Einfühlung. This concerned
the projection of one’s self into the object that is perceived [42]. Since then, a lot
of research has been done regarding empathy and many definitions and theories
have been built around it (see [43], p. 146- 147 for an overview). Based on these,
empathy can be described as an emotional response that is initially automatically
elicited but can also be controlled in a top-down process. Accordingly, the emotion
that is perceived by the person is similar to the experience of the object of attention.
However, the emotions are not necessarily exactly the same. Therefore, some kind
of self-other distinction is still existing [43]. Taking this together, it clearly points
out that there are several aspects underlying empathy. In the following, these are
described in more detail. Importantly, the target is the person who shows emotions
and evokes empathy, and the observer is the person experiencing and expressing
empathy.

First, there is a distinction between cognitive and affective empathy [43]. Affective
empathy can be defined as the emotional response to the feelings of the object
of perception. According to the authors of [44], affective empathy describes the
”ability to experience and share the emotions of others” [44, p. 388]. The person
experiences the same or similar emotions as the target. On the contrary, cognitive
empathy is the cognitive process taking place when understanding the emotions
the target is experiencing [44]. These two concepts are distinct aspects of empathy,
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which is also supported by the finding of activation of different brain areas depending
on which kind of empathy is experienced. However, the two concepts cannot be
regarded as completely distinct and interplay with each other. Cognitive empathy
is the process by which emotions are formed which are then felt by the person
through affective empathy. Hence, the automatically elicited affective empathy can
be influenced through conscious cognitive empathy [43]. Accordingly, even when
separating the two forms of empathy, the interactiveness should not be forgotten.

Additionally, in order for a person to have an empathetic response, curiosity, and
appraisal play a big role, especially in HRI, as will be described in Section 2.3.3.
Important for an appropriate empathetic response is the curiosity to understand the
point of view of the other in that specific situation [45] [46]. It is important to un-
derstand the relationship between the target and the situation they are in. When
someone is curious about the situation of the other person, they are motivated to
understand the situation correctly. The observer is better able to label the target’s
emotions correctly and accurately. This again also highlights the interaction between
the affective and cognitive components of empathy [45]. Related to these automatic
and deliberate processes is the appraisal theory of empathy. This describes that if
the observer appraises the situation of the target similarly as the target does, the
observer will feel empathy towards the target [47]. Accordingly, if the observer fails
to appraise the situation similar to the target, there is a high chance they are not
experiencing empathy.

One might get the impression that experiencing empathy is a trait that is stable
within a person. To a certain extent, this impression is true. According to the trait
view of empathy, the capacity to feel empathy varies from person to person, how-
ever, one person always feels a similar amount of empathy. These variances can be
explained, by, among others anatomical characteristics, genetic factors, and devel-
opmental circumstances. Additionally, certain psychological conditions, like psycho-
pathic or autistic individuals, also influence to what extent people feel empathetic
toward others [43]. Nonetheless, empathy can also vary within a person. A great
variety of factors concerning the situation someone is in also influence the extent
to which someone feels empathetic. These can be, among others, concerning the
relationship between the observer or the extent to which a need is perceived [43].
This is called situational empathy [48]. Based on this, although empathy is a stable
trait that someone possesses to a certain degree, it also varies depending on the
situation. Therefore, the level of empathy felt in a specific moment is a result of the
interaction between trait and situational empathy. Although we acknowledge empa-
thy being a trait, the focus of the current research is on situational empathy and how
this can be evoked given the nature of the research.

Concluding, empathy is a cognitive as well as affective process where both are
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important for the experience of empathy. By being curious to grasp the situation of
the target it becomes easier to classify the emotions of the target. By appraising
the situation similarly to the target, the observer experiences empathy. Generally,
empathy is a trait that people possess to a certain extent. Nonetheless, their levels
of empathy experienced in specific situations can also vary. This aspect of empathy
is of specific interest in the current context. We want to try to evoke more situational
empathy through musical utterances.

2.3.2 Evoking Empathy

As the levels of empathy someone experiences can depend on situational factors,
we can design situations and HRI with the goal of evoking higher levels of empathy.
This again might have further positive influences on the interaction. Generally, it is
important that the observer perceives the emotions of the target. When emotions
are more clearly displayed, it increases the extent to which an observer experiences
empathy toward the target. Hence, the more intense the emotions are experienced
and the more salient these emotions are displayed by the target, the greater the
empathy felt by the observer [9]. Therefore, when we want to evoke emotions within
the observer, it is important that the target communicates their emotions strongly so
that these can be easily perceived by the observer.

Importantly, it does not only matter to what extent emotions are shown by the
target but the type of emotions also plays a role. Negatively valenced emotions
evoke higher levels of situational empathy compared to positively valenced ones
or neutral ones. A possible explanation for this is that sharing positive emotions
does not happen as automatically. Still, it is important to note that displaying any
emotion, even if it is positive, evokes more emotions than no or neutral emotions
[49]. Therefore, when designing for empathy the differences in the extent different
emotions evoke empathy is important to consider.

Next to the type of emotions, other situational factors also influence the experi-
ence of emotions. One of these factors is the way people express emotions through
language and voice. How the target says something can influence to what extent
the observer is perceiving emotions and is feeling empathetic [50]. In his study,
Kraus [10] collected evidence that voice and sound seem to be the main commu-
nication channel for emotion and empathy. By relying only on voice the accuracy
of recognizing emotions increases. Compared to expression through other modali-
ties like facial expressions or through the multi-modal expression of emotions, vocal
cues enhance the accuracy with which emotions are recognized [10]. Similarly, De
Waele [51] argues that by hearing the emotions of a target, similar emotions can be
evoked in the observer.
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Interestingly, information about the emotional state of a speaker cannot only be
communicated through words, but in most cases, non-semantic signals play a big
role in this as well [52]. In their study, Regenbogen et al [53] looked at the effects
of neutralizing different channels on the empathy evoked in the observer. They con-
cluded that when the prosodic features of speech are neutral, it was significantly
harder for people to feel empathy since the people had more trouble inferring the
emotional states of the target. However, it should be noted that in the study the
highest empathy was evoked when three different channels, specifically, facial ex-
pressions, prosody, and speech content, contained information about the emotional
state. Accordingly, they concluded that all channels are important when evoking
empathy [53]. Nonetheless, especially when training emotion recognition systems
based on speech, prosodic information is highly important. Polzin and Waibel [54]
developed a system to recognize emotions based on prosodic and acoustic infor-
mation. When testing their system, a recognition rate of the emotions conveyed
through speech similar to human performance was achieved [54]. Many similar ex-
amples can be found in the literature. Therefore, it can be concluded that non-lexical
aspects of speech are highly important to display emotions.

In conclusion, when trying to evoke empathy, it is important that the target clearly
displays the emotions. The more obvious the emotions are shown, the higher the
likelihood that the observer experiences empathy. Also, people often experience
more empathy in response to negative emotions compared to positive emotions.
An important modality to communicating empathy-evoking emotions is through the
voice. Interestingly, non-semantic signals are an important part of speech to evoke
empathy. This gives reason to assume that musical utterances communicating emo-
tions in HRI can be also successful in evoking empathy. However, to our current
knowledge, no research exists to date regarding the extent to which the insights
from human-human interaction transfer to HRI.

2.3.3 Empathy in Human-Robot Interaction

Generally, empathy is an important interpersonal concept fostering other interper-
sonal processes. Accordingly, in recent years, empathy became an important topic
in the area of HRI. Systems are expected to interact with humans in a natural and
social way by making use of social capabilities. This results, among others, in the
need for empathy of and towards robots that interact with humans. Accordingly,
there are two main streams of research regarding how empathy can be used in HRI.
On the one hand, the robot can be the one showing empathy towards the user and
their situation. In this case, the robot responds emotionally and empathically to the
user [5]. For example, when agents show empathy towards their human interaction
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partner, the agent is perceived as more caring and supportive [55]. Also, empathetic
robots are rated as more likable and engaging by the users [56]. These results show
the importance of empathy in HRI.

However, the second stream of research regarding empathy in HRI is of greater
importance for the current use case and research. Users can experience empathy
towards a robot that consciously triggered this response. Here, the ultimate goal is
to design for evoking empathy in the user [5]. The robot engages in the interaction
in such a way, that the user responds with an emotional reaction and experiences
empathy. Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al. [19] demonstrated in their study that when
participants watched a video of a robot being treated badly, they felt greater em-
pathetic concern for the robot. The participants felt greater negative emotions and
less positive ones [19]. Therefore, it seems that already by observing a robot in
an emotional situation, strong empathetic feelings can be evoked within the user.
Additionally, in the FearNot! system, researchers were able to create virtual agents
that evoked empathy within observers of a bullying situation. The participants expe-
rienced similar emotions in response to the observed situation and therefore, were
empathetic toward the agents [20].

Nonetheless, one might question whether people can actually feel empathetic
toward robots. Robots do not have any emotions and hence people can simply not
appraise the situation in any way similar to them, as this process is not taking place
within the robot. However, in 2.3.1 the importance of the appraisal of the situation
was already discussed. Malinowska [57] was also concerned about the question
of whether people can actually empathize with robots. Importantly, when humans
interact with robots and hence enter a social relationship with them, they are treated
as parts of one’s social group. They become an individual of that group. Additionally,
social robots are designed in such a way that they are easy to understand for people.
Based on this, by the observation of robots, people can draw conclusions about
what condition they are in [57]. This is similar to the use of curiosity of humans to
understand the situation of another person when empathizing with them described
before [45] [46]. Importantly, the conclusions people draw with regards to the robots
are not based on what the robots experience, because they cannot do so, but rather
on what state the robot communicates to be in [57]. Based on this, people can still
appraise the situation of the robot in a similar way and hence experience empathy.

In general, empathy is an important factor in HRI. Previous studies have shown
that virtual agents and robots are able to evoke empathy in users. However, to our
knowledge, research about how robots can evoke empathy in their users is relatively
limited, and not much research has been done on this, especially compared to the
extensive research regarding how robots can show empathy.
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2.4 Prosocial Behavior

Empathy is closely related to prosocial behavior which is important in the current use
case for resolving issues of the robot. Prosocial behavior is any behavior with the
purpose of purely benefiting others, for example by helping them resolve a problem.
This behavior demands resources from and is not directly rewarding for the person
engaging in the prosocial behavior. Even if this person receives rewards eventually,
these are unexpected and unforeseen [58].

As described before, people that are more empathetic are more likely to engage
in prosocial behavior. Empathy evokes altruistic motives to do something that is
mainly beneficial to someone else instead of oneself [8]. Even when controlling for
other variables like demographics and education, empathy remains a strong predic-
tor of prosocial behavior [59]. Therefore, when one aims to design to evoke prosocial
behaviors, one should also design to trigger empathy.

Importantly, prosocial behavior is a very broad concept and includes a wide range
of different behaviors. Cooperative behaviors and actions are one form of prosocial
behaviors that are positively influenced by empathy. Generally, there is a significant
positive relationship between empathy and cooperation [60]. More concretely, com-
pared to a condition of low empathy, people in high empathy conditions are more
likely to make cooperative decisions. A feeling of empathy motivates people to act
in a more cooperative way. Additionally, in situations in which detrimental outcomes
might be expected, empathy-motivated cooperation is highly important to reduce
and even eliminate these effects [61]. Therefore, empathy seems to be an important
factor in situations where interactions take place and people have to work together.

However, more interestingly for the current use case, helping others, humans as
well as other kinds of species, is another form of prosocial behavior. Generally, it
can be said that empathy is positively correlated with the intention to help someone.
People that experience higher levels of empathy are also more willing to help that
person [8]. Accordingly, empathy should be elicited within a person when one would
like to get help from this person.

Concluding, prosocial behavior is any behavior benefiting solely someone or
something else. In previous research, prosocial behavior and sub-constructs have
been shown to be influenced by empathy. However, most of these insights are from
research regarding human-human interaction and it remains unclear whether this
relationship can be also found in HRI. Also, the question arises, whether we can
elicit prosocial behavior through communicating intentions and emotions and evok-
ing empathy through musical utterances.
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2.5 Research Objectives

Based on these insights from previous research, we are able to formulate concrete
research questions and hypotheses for our overall research question. We test our
hypothesis regarding musical utterances in comparison to no sounds and beeping
sounds. We refer to these in the hypothesis as other sound conditions. We included
beeping sounds as a comparison group, as these are another, possibly simpler, form
of non-semantic communication. Beeping sounds can be regarded as non-linguistic
utterances. It has already been shown that these can communicate emotions in
HRI. Therefore, we are interested in whether musical utterances, so more complex
sounds, even increase this effect. Additionally, beeping sounds were excluded to
ensure that any effects observed compared to the no sound condition are not only
to the attention-grabbing nature of novel sounds [62].

The first research question relates to the legibility of robot behavior. We are
interested in whether musical utterances are a way to communicate the intentions
of a robot and therefore they become more legible. Accordingly, the first research
question is to what extent the expression of intentions is legible when robots com-
municate by using musical utterances. Other types of SFU have been shown to be
well-understood by users of robots. Often, these are easily understood by users
due to their simplicity. In studies about legibility, non-verbal behavior is important
to enhance this understanding and interpretation of the users. Therefore, our first
hypothesis is:

H1: When using musical utterances, the communication of the robot is more legible
compared to other sound conditions.

Secondly, we are interested in the emotions evoked by empathy. The second
research question is to what extent musical utterances are able to communicate
emotions that are closely related to empathy. Although, first studies already show
that emotions are perceived by users of robots who communicate these through
musical sounds. Nonetheless, in those studies, the aim is to communicate emotions
only. In our study, however, we do not only communicate emotions but also try to
communicate intentions. Therefore, the question arises whether the emotions can
be still well communicated. Research shows that music can convey emotions well
(see for example [33] [34]). The manipulation of musical features closely relates
to which emotion is perceived by the listener. Also, recent human-robot studies
show that people perceive emotions in musical sounds made by robots. Hence, the
second hypothesis reads as follows:

H2: When using music utterances, emotions are communicated more clearly com-
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pared to other sound conditions.

As the communication of emotions relates closely to observers experiencing em-
pathy, we are considering whether this is applicable in the current use case. Our
research tests whether the communication of emotions through musical utterances
is able to evoke empathy. Therefore, building on the second research question and
hypothesis, the third research question concerns to what extent people experience
cognitive empathy when emotions are communicated by musical utterances and to
what extent people experience affective empathy when emotions are communicated
by musical utterances. Research has shown that people can feel empathy towards
robots, even though robots do not experience emotions themselves. However, to
our knowledge, no research has yet been done on whether emotions in musical ut-
terances can trigger empathy. Generally, if people perceive the emotions of others
in human-human interaction, it is likely that they feel empathetic. Empathy here is
conceptualized as the interplay between cognitive and affective empathy. Research
has shown that only through this interplay empathy can be experienced. Therefore,
the third hypothesis is divided into two sub-hypotheses:

H3.1: People experience more cognitive empathy when hearing musical utterances
interacting with a robot compared to other sound conditions.

H3.2: People experience more affective empathy when hearing musical utterances
interacting with a robot compared to other sound conditions.

Eventually, when people experience empathy, it triggers other interpersonal pro-
cesses in human-human interaction. One of these processes is prosocial behavior.
Therefore, lastly, we are concerned with the engagement of people in prosocial be-
havior when they hear musical utterances as means of communication. Accordingly,
the fourth research question is to what extent people intend to engage in prosocial
behavior when hearing musical utterances. When feeling empathetic, people are
also more likely to engage in prosocial behavior as empathy evokes altruistic mo-
tives. Several of the sub-constructs, as well as prosocial behavior itself, are posi-
tively influenced by empathy in human-human interaction. Building on the previous
hypothesis, if people are more empathetic in response to musical utterances, we
also expect them to be more likely to intend to engage in prosocial behavior. Hence,
the last hypothesis is the following:

H4: When communicating through musical utterances, people intend to engage
more in prosocial behavior compared to other sound conditions.



Chapter 3

Sound Design

To evaluate the use of musical utterances as means of communication when the
robot has a problem, we designed sounds with sound designers for such scenarios.
In the following, we will first describe the setup and outline of the sound design ses-
sion. Then we will describe the sounds as an outcome of the session and finally, we
will outline some design considerations that were raised during the design session.

3.1 Sound Design Sessions

The aim of the design sessions was to create sounds that fit selected scenarios
in the context of the current research. Therefore, we were aiming for sounds that
conveyed specific intentions and emotions of the different scenarios. We wanted to
get sounds that fit the appearance of the robot and the environment of a hospital.

3.1.1 Sound Designers

Two sound designers were recruited through convenience. These sound designers
were both male and have more than six years of experience with amateur music
production within the electronic music production sound space. Both started their
music journey by learning how to play instruments. Their skills with regard to music
production are mostly self-taught. One of the designers also has experience in
sound design for installation and functional interactions through various courses.
The other one also gained knowledge and skills by doing research on music, by for
example interviewing producers about their experience. The main capabilities of the
sound designers lie within the digital synthesis of sound, meaning the creation of
sound by a computer. The sound designers mainly produce music in the genre of
dance music, house, techno, ambient, and funk.

19
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3.1.2 Equipment and Materials

For the sound design session, we created scenario outlines (see Appendix A). The
selection of the scenarios was partly based on possible problems the Harmony
project identified. Additionally, we choose scenarios in which the actions to resolve
the problem of the robot varied to test different kinds of contexts. The scenarios were
the people blocking the robot’s way, a door being closed on the way of the robot, a
cable on the floor on the way of the robot, and the robot losing navigation. They in-
cluded an introduction in which the general setting was described. This was followed
by a warm-up scenario. Here, the situation of a robot entering an elevator with peo-
ple was described. Importantly this scenario was intended to be similar to the main
scenarios but at the same time also different enough to not influence the sound
design for the main scenarios. A suitable scenario seemed to be one where the
robot was encountering people instead of having a problem. Finally, the four main
scenarios followed. All scenarios were written as design fiction. Design fictions are
artifacts that describe constructs of technology that do not exist yet [63]. They play
in the somewhat near future and help envision the interaction and experience with
these technologies. Importantly, it does not concern what is currently technologically
possible but rather opens the space for discussion and exploration [63]. Through the
design fiction, we were able to create scenarios that the sound designers could well
imagine themselves in and therefore relate to. At the end of the design fiction, it was
summarized with one sentence to highlight the most important aspects. An example
of such a sentence is ’What sound does the robot make to get the intention that the
people need to move out of the way across in an emotional way so that it might
trigger empathy?’.

To design the sounds, the sound designers used the digital audio workstation
Ableton Live together with a set of virtual studio technology (VST) plugins. A 49-key
midi-controller was used as input to control the different VST plugins. The VST plu-
gins used were JUP-8 V by Arturia, which is a synthesizer, and E-Piano by Ableton.

3.1.3 Session Outline

In total, we had two sessions. In the first one, an introduction session, we described
the Harmony project to the sound designers to give a general idea of the project.
Then, we explained the goals of the current research to the sound designers. Fol-
lowing that, the sound designers watched a short video showing the prototype of
the robot from the project to get an idea of the behavior of the robot. The robot
has a head with white eyes and lights on the sides of the head. It does not have
any arms or legs. At the lower part of the body, it has again lights. All lights can
light up in different colors. The robot moves on wheels. The video was from a TV
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show which filmed the robot in a hospital environment. Additionally, the sound de-
signers saw two pictures of the robot (see Figure 3.1). These pictures were shown
on a screen during the entire sound design session. The aim of this was that the
sound designers had a good idea of what the robot looked and behaved like to de-
sign sounds that were in line with this. Then we explained the aim and the goal of
the design session. The sound designers were instructed to design sounds for the
four scenarios. The main aim of the sounds is to convey the intention of the robot
while being emotional. The decision on the specific types of emotions was up to
the interpretation and creativity of the sound designers. Additionally, we also asked
the sound designers to design for a diverse group in a hospital, to be as short as
possible without getting the characteristic of more technical, computer-like sounds,
and to have musical qualities. Again, the interpretations of the latter two aspects
were left to the sound designers. Also, we instructed the sound designers to explain
the intention and rationale behind the sounds they designed. Then, the designers
received the scenarios for the sound design. They had some time to read through
all scenarios once to get some idea about the setting and general outline. Once
the sound designers had a good understanding of the intentions and goals of the
sounds we ended the introduction session.

In the second session, we started by recapping the most important information
regarding the sound design. Initially, we did a short warm-up with the according
scenario. The sound designers had time to get used to the instructions in this way.
Afterward, we started with the first scenario. The sound designers read through the
scenario description again more thoroughly. Then, they started to think about the
sounds, exchanged ideas, and experimented with different, sounds melodies and
pitches. While doing so, they voiced their thoughts and ideas behind what they were
doing. When the sound designers felt like they were done or would not advance with
the sound at that moment, they stopped working on that sound and continued to
the next scenario. This procedure was repeated for all scenarios. When the sound
designers felt confident about all sounds designed, the session ended.

3.2 Designed Sounds

Overall, the sound designers explained that they were aiming to design sound with a
relatively higher pitch to match the robot they perceived as cute. Through this, they
tried to match the appearance of the robot and especially the eyes. For each sce-
nario, they described that they structured the sound in such a way that it first grabs
the attention of the people around the robot and then conveys the intentions and
emotions of the robot. The result of the sound design session was therefore func-
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Figure 3.1: Photos of the Harmony robot shown to the sound designers.

tional music1, meaning music with a specified aim and message. This was based on
melodies, chords, and rhythms that are closely connected to classical music theory.
This helped to create a warmer and more suitable feeling in the utterances. The
resulting sounds all lasted between three and four seconds.

3.2.1 People Blocking the Way of The Robot

For the first scenario, people blocking the way of the robot, the sound designers had
the idea of making a sweeping sound to imitate the movement the sound designers
expected as a common response of the people to do, so to step aside. By adding
chords to the sounds they aimed to give the sound a nicer and more friendly touch.
In the first part, the sound communicates that something is wrong with a sound
similar to soft beeping. At the end of the sound, staccato piano sounds aim to convey
a nice but determined sound to move away (see Figure 3.2). The idea of the sound
designers was to keep the sound simple and friendly as the robot wanted something
from the people while simultaneously conveying some tension as the sound has a
relatively fast pace to convey urgency.

1The designed sounds can be found here.

https://universiteittwente-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/t_hofker_student_utwente_nl/EszKWWsvTtpJjeXdOlr3FNABGPY7Yt7ZYq_SamvZTftuDw?e=qMbGM8
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Figure 3.2: Musical scores of the sound for the scenario where people are blocking
the way of the robot. The orange scores are for the Jup-8 V plugin and
the green sounds are from the E-Piano plugin.

3.2.2 Door Being Closed

The idea behind the sound for the second scenario, a door on the way of the robot
being closed, was to be more alarming. The robot has to use the moments when
people are passing by to not stay and wait there longer. Therefore, the designers
intended to make the beginning of the sound more attention-grabbing. This alarming
part was enriched by adding more musical sounds. Additionally, the sound design-
ers intended to imitate a knocking sound as if the robot is knocking on the door (see
Figure 3.3). This part was also determined to show some level of distress.

3.2.3 Cable on the Ground

For the third scenario a able being in the way, the sound designers tried to resemble
some sort of stumbling or tripping sound. At the same time, they also wanted it to
sound like a few steps were taken. Therefore, the sound started with two short dif-
ferent tones playing alternately. This is followed by a sequence of tones going down
and being played more legato (see Figure 3.4). The latter part was also intended to
make the sequence sound more dramatic to enhance the problem being conveyed.
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Figure 3.3: Musical scores of the sound for the scenario where a door on the way
of the robot is blocked. The orange scores are for the Jup-8 V plugin
and the green sounds are from the E-Piano plug-in.

3.2.4 Robot Losing Navigation

For the fourth and last scenario, the main idea of the sound designers was to have
some kind of sensing sound as a basis. They wanted to convey that the robot is
scanning its environment and trying to make meaning out of it, which is unsuccessful
because it does not know where it is. At the same time, they wanted to convey that
the robot is sad because it is lost. Hence, they came up with a relatively slow sound,
again starting with alternating tones and then going down at the end (see Figure
3.5).

3.3 Design Considerations

Overall, the sound designers were able to come up with sounds for all scenarios.
They easily came up with ideas of what sound would fit the scenario and what fea-
tures the sound should have. Putting these ideas into practice was more difficult.
They needed some experimentation and tryouts to match their ideas with what they
created. However, they also mentioned that this is the normal process of sound
design. Nonetheless, as they had a unique assignment and therefore, this difficulty
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Figure 3.4: Musical scores of the sound for the scenario where a cable is in the way
of the robot. The orange scores are for the Jup-8 V plugin and the green
sounds are from the E-Piano plugin.

might have been even bigger. Designing sounds for the fourth scenario (the robot
being lost) was the most difficult. The sound designers had trouble coming up with
an idea for a sound and how to put it into practice. They mentioned that the difficulty
was that the error was not easily externally visible to which they could refer to with
the sound. Therefore, it was harder for them to design the sound and they also were
not fully satisfied with it eventually. Still, they also did not have an idea of how to
improve it.

However, there were also some other considerations mentioned by the sound
designers that would have influenced the sounds. First, they mentioned that it would
have helped them to see the videos of the scenarios themselves. With the design
fictions of the scenarios, they already could imagine well what the scenarios are
looking like. Nonetheless, the sound designers mentioned that with the actual videos
the fit between the sound and scenarios possibly could have been even better. They
would have seen the timing in the videos and how the different parts of the context
interplay with each other. This could have given the designers valuable information
to make the sounds fit closely with the scenarios.

Another aspect raised by the sound designers was the diversity of music. In the
sound design session, we almost completely relied on the creativity of the sound de-
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Figure 3.5: Musical scores of the sound for when the robot has lost its navigation.
The orange scores are for the Jup-8 V plugin and the green sounds are
from the E-Piano plugin.

signers and fully on their imagination and experience in the context of the hospitals.
Therefore, they had complete freedom. Yet, sound design is much more complex.
Music is very diverse and often you can achieve the same result in many different
ways. Hence, finding the right way and studying the factors influencing this could
be helpful. For example, it could have been helpful to get insights from people in
a hospital regarding what kind of sounds they want to have added to their already
noisy environment. This would have given the sound designers close insights into
what to take into account when designing. However, this was out of the scope of the
current study.

Lastly, the sound designers mentioned that they had to make a trade-off between
functionality and musicality. If they would have focused fully on either of the two, the
other aspect would have moved into the background and might not have been as
much resembled as much. Therefore, they created sounds that conveyed the inten-
tions as much as possible while still being considered musical by them. This also
means that they might not be the most functional sounds and that a fully functional
sound would have been a lot less musical and vice versa. The sound designers tried
to find a middle way as much as possible.
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3.4 Conclusion

Overall, the sound design went well and the sound designers were able to create
sounds for the scenarios. They were confident in the match of the sounds with
the scenarios, the robot, and the other design requirements. Hence, we were able
to obtain musical utterances for the robot. However, in hindsight, there are some
design considerations that could have not been taken into account in the sessions.
These considerations possibly would have improved the fit of the sounds even more.
However, they were out of the scope of the current research. Therefore, we have
a first set of musical utterances that can be tested. However, for future design of
sounds the considerations from section 3.3 should be taken into account.
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Methods

To evaluate the sounds designed in the sound design session, we conducted an on-
line video study. We wanted to test whether musical utterances were able to improve
the legibility of a situation, evoke more empathy-evoking emotions and empathy it-
self, and increase the intentions to engage in prosocial behaviors. In this Chapter,
we describe the study.

4.1 Participants

The participants were recruited through the crowd-sourcing platform Prolific. All par-
ticipants received 3$ for their participation. The inclusion criteria for the study were
that the participants had to be from the United States of America, do not have any
hearing or cognitive impairments, have completed 100 or more studies on Prolific,
and have an approval rate of 95% or higher. In total, 199 participants participated
in the study. From these, four participants were excluded because their completion
time was very long or very short, they did not answer one or more of the atten-
tion checks correctly and their answers also gave reason to assume they did not
pay close attention. Another seven participants were excluded because they did
not pass several attention checks, which gives reason to assume they did not pay
close attention to the videos which again was also indicated by their answers. This
resulted in a total of 187 respondents (87 female, 99 male, 1 non-binary) that were
included in the data analysis. The mean age was 36.76 years (SD = 12.23). The
participants were also asked about their experience with robots (see Figure 4.1).

The study was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the faculty
of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, and Computer Science of the University of
Twente and registered under the reference number 230072.

28
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Figure 4.1: Frequencies of ratings of experience with robots by participants.

4.2 Stimuli

In the study, videos of the robot in different scenarios were used (see Appendix B
for the scripts). The scenarios in the videos were the same as the ones used for the
sound design. Hence, in these videos, the robot was stuck and could not proceed
on its journey without the help of the people around the robot1. Due to scheduling
difficulties, the robot developed by the Harmony project was not available in the time
frame of recording the videos. As the Kuka ido robot looks similar to the robot of the
project this one was used in the videos. See Figure 4.2 for screenshots of the videos
and the composition of the robot. We steered the robot with a remote control to drive
through the hallway. As described earlier, musical utterances and beeping sounds
were used in two conditions. The musical utterances were taken from the sound
design session described in Section 3. In the sound design session, one sound was
designed for each scenario, hence these were used. The beeping sound was cre-
ated by one of the sound designers from the sound design session. The designer
was instructed to design a repeating beeping sound with the intention of grabbing
attention. Additionally, the sound should have the same length as the musical ut-
terances as well as a similar pitch as the musical utterances. These sounds were
played and recorded separately in the hallway of the videos and added afterward
to the videos. This was done to use the exact same videos for all conditions to ex-
clude any possible influence by differences in the videos. The videos were recorded

1The recorded videos can be found here.

https://universiteittwente-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/t_hofker_student_utwente_nl/Ei2TzGM9dstPqilr42ulm9YBTIv86ZW5Xs-yMTBeXDm0qg?e=EKA4bZ
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with the Panasonic Lumix DC G-90 camera and a standard 12-60mm kit lens. The
sound was recorded by attaching a Rode Video mic Go through an AUX cable to the
camera.

Figure 4.2: Screenshots of the videos used in the questionnaire.

4.3 Design

We conducted a video study about HRI with regard to the influence of different
sounds. The study was designed as a 1 by 3 between-participants design. The
independent variable was the sound condition which has three levels. The variable
was a between-participant variable where each participant was randomly assigned
to one condition. The first level was the no sound condition. Participants in this con-
dition saw the videos without the robot making any sounds. In the beeping sound
condition, the robot made beeping sounds in the video. We included this condition
to see whether the complexity of music has an added value compared to a simple
beeping sound. As a third condition, the robot played the musical utterances de-
signed previously. Initially, all four different scenarios were included in the study.
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However, during the pilot run of the study, all participants had difficulty with the sce-
nario regarding the robot losing its navigation. As this scenario already showed
some difficulties during the sound design, we decided to not make use of this sce-
nario. Hence, the study only concerned scenarios where there is a visible external
cause for the problem of the robot. The random effect was hence measured on three
different levels and each participant saw the robot in all scenarios. Accordingly, this
is a within-participant variable.

4.4 Procedure

SurveyMonkey was used as a platform for the questionnaire. Participants received
a link through Prolific to access the questionnaire on SurveyMonkey. Participants
received an introduction to the questionnaire and the use case at the beginning of
the questionnaire. It was explained that the videos take place in a hospital and their
tasks were described. After this, the participant answered the question regarding
their experience with robots. To ensure that the participants had their sound turned
on, a test video was shown to them. This was a video of the robot making simi-
lar sounds to the sounds designed previously. All participants saw the same video
with the same sound, regardless of the condition they were in. The participants
answered an open question about what the sound sounded like to ensure they had
their sound turned on. Then the participants watched the first video. Initially, the
participants were asked a question to check whether they paid attention to the video
until the end. Then the questions regarding legibility, emotion recognition, empathy,
and prosocial behavior were asked in this order. The statements about empathy
were shown to the participants in a random order. This procedure was repeated
for the remaining two videos. At the end of the questionnaire, the participants were
asked about their age and gender. Prior to filling out the questionnaire, the partici-
pants received an information brochure and had to consent to participate. After the
background questions, the participants were de-briefed and were again asked to
give their consent to ensure they still consent after having all information after they
received the full information.

4.5 Measurements

All measurements were implemented into a questionnaire (see Appendix H).
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4.5.1 Legibility

The measure of legibility was done similarly to Kim and Follmer [64]. The partic-
ipants had to answer the open question “What do you think the robot is trying to
communicate?” and rate their confidence in their answer on a 7-point Likert scale.
Here, 1 meant that they were not confident at all and 7 meant that they were com-
pletely confident. The open question was coded based on the level of accuracy with
which the participants described their answers. We included three levels of accuracy
in the coding scheme. No description of the problem (0) meant that the participants
did not recognize a problem or recognized a wrong problem that was not actually
a problem. The second level, a general description of the problem (1) indicated
that the participants recognized that there was something wrong with the robot but
did not describe the problem in further detail. Lastly, a detailed description of the
problem (2) meant that the participant described the problem that the robot actually
had accurately(see Appendix C for the coding scheme). A second rater coded 40%
of the answers. The inter-rater reliability was indicating substantial agreement (κ =
.77). However, when looking at the confusion matrix (see Table 4.1), a lot of dis-
agreement relative to the total number could be seen for when to rate something as
1 and when as 2. When looking at the cases where this disagreement occurred, the
disagreement was very diverse and it could not be accounted for one specific rea-
son. This gives reason to assume that the differentiation might be hard to do or there
might not even exist such a difference. Therefore, we decided to merge categories
1 and 2 into one category. Therefore, it was a matter of whether the communication
was legible.

Table 4.1: Confusion matrix of the ratings for legibility.
Rater 2

Rater 1 0 1 2 Total
0 15 1 0 16
1 0 6 3 9
2 1 5 92 98
Total 16 12 95 123

4.5.2 Emotion Recognition

To measure the recognition of emotions, we asked the open question ”What emotion
is the robot displaying? (Think about emotions like happy, sad, disgusted, neutral,
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angry)”. This question was coded as neutral (0), positive (1), and negative (2) emo-
tions (see Appendix D). We decided to code the perceived emotions in this way be-
cause for empathy negative emotions are the most important. As described in Sec-
tion 2.3.2, people are most empathetic in response to negative emotions. Hence, in
our study, these are the most desirable emotions. A second rater coded 40% of the
answers. The inter-rater reliability was strong (κ = .88). Also the confusion matrix
(see Table 4.2) did not give any reason for concern. In addition, the participants
indicated on a 7-point Likert scale how strongly they perceived the emotion. Here, 1
meant the emotions were not at all strong and 7 meant they were very strong.

Table 4.2: Confusion matrix of the ratings for emotions.
Rater 2

Rater 1 -1 0 1 Total
-1 48 5 1 54
0 1 60 1 62
1 0 0 7 7
Total 49 65 9 123

4.5.3 Empathy

Empathy was measured by rating a set of statements related to situational empa-
thy on a 7-point Likert scale. Here, 1 meant the statement was not true at all and
7 meant it was completely true. The statements were inspired by the statements
of the Questionnaire of Cognitive and Affective Empathy [65]. This questionnaire
was designed to measure the levels of dispositional cognitive and affective empa-
thy. However, in our study, we were measuring situational empathy. Accordingly, we
selected statements that were applicable to the use case content-wise and refor-
mulated them to concern situational empathy. In total, we included five statements
measuring cognitive empathy and four statements measuring affective empathy. An
example of a statement for cognitive empathy was ’It was easy to imagine how the
robot was feeling’ and a statement for affective empathy was ’The robot influenced
how I am feeling’ (see Appendix E). We ran factor analyses on the statements for
each scenario separately. Overall, these confirmed that there are two underlying
factors. However, the factor analyses also pointed out that the statements ’I stayed
emotionally detached from the situation’ and ’I considered the feelings of the robot’
are problematic. The former statement loaded low on both factors for all scenarios.
The latter loaded high on both factors and depending on the scenario also loaded
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higher on one or the other factor (see Appendix F). Looking at the content of the
statements, they also seemed more difficult. The former problematic statement was
the only statement reversed coded. The second problematic statement was about
the feelings of the robot. However, many participants mentioned in the open ques-
tion about the emotions that robots do not have emotions. Therefore, this question
could have been confusing to them. For these reasons, the two statements were
excluded from the analysis. The combined factor analysis for all scenarios together
excluding the problematic statements showed excellent reliability. For cognitive em-
pathy, Cronbach’s alpha was .93 and for affective empathy, it was .92. Both factors
together explain 77% of the variance in our data (see Appendix F for the factor load-
ings).

4.5.4 Prosocial Behavior

To measure whether the participants intended to engage in prosocial behavior they
were asked the open question “What would you do if you were a person in the sit-
uation?”. The answers were coded as no prosocial behavior (0), weak prosocial
behavior (1), and strong prosocial behavior (2) (see Appendix G). No prosocial be-
havior meant that the participant indicated that they would not do something to try to
resolve the situation of the robot. Weak prosocial behavior was behavior related to
resolving the problem but clearly not resolving the problem. Lastly, strong prosocial
behavior meant that the participants would do anything they could do to resolve the
situation. A second rater coded 40$ of the answers. The inter-rater reliability was
indicating a strong reliability (κ = .83). In the confusion matrix (see Table 4.3) it was
again apparent that there was some disagreement between weak and strong proso-
cial behavior. When looking at the answers that caused disagreement, no pattern
of disagreement could be observed. Since the disagreement was proportionally not
too big and Cohen’s kappa also indicated strong reliability, it was decided to leave
the coding as it is.

Table 4.3: Confusion matrix of the ratings for prosocial behavior.
Rater 2

Rater 1 0 1 2 Total
0 21 1 1 23
1 4 26 5 35
2 0 2 63 65
Total 25 29 69 123
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Results

For the analysis of the outcomes of the study, it is important to note that we used
the musical utterance condition as a reference condition. Although this practice is
rather unusual, it enables us to see the impact musical utterances have compared
to other sound conditions which was what we were most interested in.

5.1 Legibility

In Figure 5.1, the distribution of the participants depending on the sound can be
seen. An ordinal logistic mixed model was run to test whether the sound condition
had an influence on whether the communication of the robot was legible or not. The
scenarios were included as a random effect. Age and experience with robots were
included as covariates separately to check whether they had a significant influence
as well and improve the model. However, the model fit was not improved by age
(χ2 (1) = 2.93 p = .087) or experience (χ2 (1) = 0.14, p = .705) and both also did
not have a significant influence (see Appendix I). Therefore, they were not included
in the model. Analysis showed that the sound condition did not have a significant
effect on the legibility of the communication of the robot (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Ordinal Logistic Mixed Model for Legibility.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
No sound -0.30 0.27 -1.13 .260
Beeping 0.16 0.29 0.54 .590
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.

Legibility was also measured as the confidence the participants had in the an-
swer they gave to the open questions. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the level
of confidence in the participants’ answers regarding the interpretation of the robot
communication. A linear mixed model was run to test whether the sound had an
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Figure 5.1: Bar chart showing the distribution of legibility per condition.

influence on confidence with the scenarios as a random effect. Again, we also in-
cluded age, gender, and experience with robots as covariates separately. Age had
a significant influence on confidence and significantly improved the model fit (χ2 (1)
= 16.44, p ≤ .001). Experience with robots was found to have a significant influence
on confidence and also improve the model fit (χ2 (1) = 8.00, p ≤ .001). Therefore,
the covariates were included together in the model. Also then, both had a signif-
icant influence on confidence and improved the model fit again (χ2 (1) = 12.35, p
≤ .001) (see Appendix I). Therefore, age and experience with robots were included
as covariates in the model. To test the fit of the model with the data, we checked
the assumptions of normality, equal variance, and linearity. All of them were ap-
proximately met (see Appendix J) and hence a linear mixed model was appropriate.
The analysis showed that compared to the beeping sound condition, participants
were significantly less confident in their answers to the open question in the con-
dition of the musical utterance. However, compared to the no sound condition, the
participants were not significantly more confident in the musical utterance condi-
tion. Additionally, the more experienced with robots people were the more confident
they were in their interpretation and the older people were the more confident they
were as well. There was a significant positive relationship between age and experi-
ence and confidence in the interpretation of the communication (see Table 5.2). The
mean confidence scores were 4.77 (SD = 1.66) for the no sound condition, 5.62 (SD
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= 1.50) for the beeping sound condition, and 5.13 (SD = 1.61) for the musical sound
condition.

Figure 5.2: Raincloud plot showing the distribution of the confidence in the answer
about legibility per condition.

Table 5.2: Linear Mixed Model for Confidence.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
Intercept 3.68 0.31 12.02 .000
No sound -0.27 0.16 -1.69 .091
Beeping 0.53 0.16 3.35 .001
Experience 0.20 0.06 3.53 .000
Age 0.02 0.01 4.60 .000
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.

5.2 Perceived Emotion

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the perceived emotion per condition. We ran
an ordinal logistic mixed model to test the influence of sound on perceived emo-
tion. Here as well, age and experience with robots were included separately as
covariates. Age had a significant influence on perceived emotions and significantly
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improved the model fit (χ2(1) = 4.09, p = .043). Also, experience with robots had
a significant influence on the perceived emotion and it also improved the fit of the
model (χ2(1) = 4.38, p =.036). Therefore, we also included them together as covari-
ates in the model. In this case, the influences of age and experience were no longer
significant and the model fit was also not better (χ2(1) = 3.02, p = .082, see Appendix
K). Hence, we considered two models with age and experience separately. In both
models, a significant difference between the beeping sound and musical utterance
condition was found. For the musical utterance condition, there was a higher log odd
ratio that the people are in a higher category, hence perceiving a level of emotion that
elicits more empathy. However, no significant differences were seen between the no
sound and musical utterance conditions. Experience with robots and age had a sig-
nificant influence on perceived emotion. The older people were, the lower the log
odds to perceive emotions that enhance empathy. Contrary to that, the more experi-
enced people were with robots the higher the likelihood that they perceive emotions
in the robot communication that were related to higher empathy (see Table 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Bar chart showing the distribution of the perceived emotion per condi-
tion.

In Figure 5.4, the distribution of perceived emotion strength for every sound con-
dition can be seen. By using a linear mixed model, we tested the influence of sound
on the perceived strength of the identified emotion. Again, we included age, gender,
and experience with robots as covariates separately. We did not find any significant
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Table 5.3: Ordinal Logistic Mixed Model for Perceived Emotion.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
Model with age as covariate
No sound -0.36 0.21 -1.78 .079
Beeping -0.43 0.20 -2.11 .035
Age -0.01 0.01 -2.00 .045
Model with experience with robots as covariate
No sound -0.30 0.21 -1.48 .138
Beeping -0.40 0.20 -1.78 .048
Experience 0.02 0.01 2.56 .037
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.

influence of age and experience with robots on the strength of emotion. However,
being non-binary had a significant influence on the perceived strength of the emo-
tion. Nonetheless, there was only one participant identifying as non-binary. Addi-
tionally, the model including gender did not show an improved fit of the model (χ2(1)
= 5.61, p =.061). Including age in the model did significantly improve it (χ2(1) =
5.34, p =.021). Therefore, we decided to include age in the model and not gender
(see Appendix K). The fit of the model with the data was checked by looking at the
assumptions of a normal distribution of residuals, equal variance, and linearity. All
assumptions were approximately met (see Appendix L). Running the linear model,
we did not see any significant influence of sound on the perceived strength of the
emotion. Also, age did not have a significant influence on the perceived strength
of the emotions (see Table 5.4). The mean scores of the strength of the perceived
emotions were for no sounds 3.17 (SD = 1.93), for beeping sounds 3.14 (SD = 1.77),
and for musical sounds 3.19 (SD = 1.69).

Table 5.4: Linear Mixed Model for Perceived Strength of Emotion.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
Intercept 2.78 0.27 10.40 .000
No sound 0.01 0.18 0.05 .957
Beeping -0.03 0.18 -0.17 .864
Age 0.01 0.01 1.73 .084
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.
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Figure 5.4: Raincloud plot showing the perceived strength of the emotion for every
condition.

5.3 Empathy

5.3.1 Cognitive Empathy

In Figure 5.5, the distribution of the experienced levels of cognitive empathy per
condition can be seen. The influence of sound on cognitive empathy was tested by
running a linear mixed model. Here as well, we included age, gender, and experi-
ence with robots as covariates separately. None of the covariates had a significant
influence on the level of cognitive empathy. However, including age in the model did
improve the model fit (χ2(1) = 7.43, p ≤ .001, see Appendix M), and hence it was
included in the model. We checked the assumptions of normal distribution of resid-
uals, equal variance, and linearity. The former one was not met. However, the latter
two were met (see Appendix O) and inferences from the models are generally robust
against these violations. Hence the model still seemed suitable. The linear mixed
model showed that there is a significant difference between the no-sound condition
and the musical sound condition regarding the level of cognitive empathy. People
in the musical sound condition experience a significantly higher level of cognitive
empathy. However, there was no significant difference between the beeping sound
and musical utterance condition regarding the level of cognitive empathy. Addition-
ally, the effect of age was also not significant (see Table 5.5). The mean scores for
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cognitive empathy were 3.11 (SD = 1.62) for the no-sound condition, 3.38 (SD =
1.59) for the beeping sound condition, and 3.47 (SD = 1.80) for the musical sound
condition.

Figure 5.5: Raincloud plot showing the distribution of the level of cognitive empathy
experienced per condition.

Table 5.5: Linear mixed model for cognitive empathy.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
Intercept 3.69 0.25 14.73 .000
No sound -0.38 0.17 -2.18 .030
Beeping -0.10 0.17 -0.58 .562
Age -0.01 0.01 -1.01 .314
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.

5.3.2 Affective Empathy

Figure 5.6 shows the levels of affective empathy perceived by the participants per
sound condition. We ran a linear mixed model on the levels of affective empathy
with the sound conditions as a fixed predictor variable and scenarios as a random
effect. Again, we tested the influence of age, gender, and experience with robots as
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separate covariates. None of them had a significant influence on affective empathy.
However, age significantly improved the model (χ2(1) = 7.63, p = .005, see Appendix
M) and hence, was included in the model. The assumptions of normal distribution
of residuals, equal variance, and linearity were found to be approximately met (see
Appendix N) and therefore a linear mixed model fitted the data. We saw that the
sound condition did not have a significant effect on the level of affective empathy
experienced. Also, age did not have a significant influence on the level of affective
empathy (see Table 5.6). The mean scores for affective empathy were 2.56 (SD =
1.34) for the no sound condition, 2.50 (SD = 1.21) for the beeping sound condition,
and 2.68 (SD = 1.35) for the musical sound condition.

Figure 5.6: Raincloud plot showing the levels of affective empathy felt by the partic-
ipants in every sound condition.

Table 5.6: Linear Mixed Model for Affective Empathy.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
Intercept 2.88 0.19 14.80 .000
No sound -0.14 0.13 -1.04 .298
Beeping -0.20 0.13 -1.48 .140
Age -0.01 0.00 -1.15 .250
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.
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5.4 Prosocial Behavior

Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of intended prosocial behavior for every sound
condition. We ran an ordinal logistic mixed model to test the effect of sound on
prosocial behavior including the scenarios as random effects. As before, we tested
whether the covariates age, gender, and experience with robots should be included
in the model. Age and experience with robots did not have a significant influence on
the level of prosocial behavior. Being male significantly increased the log odd ratio
of being in a higher category compared to female participants. However, including
gender in the model did not improve the model fit (χ2(1) = 5.01, p =.081) and so
did age (χ2(1) = 0.09, p =.769) and experience with robots also not (χ2(1) = 1.38, p
=.241, see Appendix P). Therefore, we did not include any covariate in the model.
From the analysis, we saw that sound does not have a significant influence on the
level of intended prosocial behavior (see Table 5.7).

Figure 5.7: Bar chart showing the distribution of prosocial behavior for every condi-
tion.
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Table 5.7: Ordinal Logistic Mixed Model for Prosocial Behavior.
Coefficients B Std. Error t Sig.
No sound 0.21 0.20 1.08 .282
Beeping -0.00 0.19 -0.01 .991
Note. The musical utterance condition was the reference category.
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Discussion

6.1 Discussion

In the current study, we looked at the influence of sounds on legibility, perceived
emotions, empathy, and prosocial behavior in response to the communication of a
robot. Some of our results hint at the role different kinds of sounds play. When using
beeping sounds, people are more confident in the interpretation of the communi-
cation compared to musical utterances. This possibly indicates, that more complex
sounds can lead to more confusion with regard to their interpretation. Next to that,
people are more likely to perceive emotions evoking empathy in the musical utter-
ance sound condition compared to the beeping sound condition. The insight that
music conveys emotions hence seems to translate also to HRI. The deliberate de-
sign of rather negative emotions seemed to be successful. Lastly, people in the
musical utterance condition experienced significantly more cognitive empathy com-
pared to people in the no sound condition. People seem to be more consciously
processing the state the robot communicates to be in.

However, other results also indicated no differences between the conditions. We
found no difference in the legibility of the robot’s communication depending on the
used sound. Overall, a high number of participants understood the robot’s behavior
and intentions. Hence, there was not much room for musical utterances to even
improve this further. Additionally, our results suggested that there is no difference in
confidence between no sounds and musical utterances. Accordingly, adding more
complex sounds seems to diminish the positive effect of simpler sounds again. Also,
our data do not indicate significant differences between the no sound and the mu-
sical utterance condition regarding the perception of emotions. This comes rather
surprising, especially seeing the significant difference between musical utterances
and beeping. Regarding empathy, the sound did not influence the levels of affective
empathy people experienced in response to the robot. All sounds evoked a similar
experience of empathy which was rather low. Similarly, we did not observe signifi-
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cant differences between the beeping condition and the musical utterance condition
with regard to cognitive empathy. Musical utterances do not seem to offer additional
information for the understanding and interpretation of the emotions communicated
by the robot. Finally, we could not find a difference in the way people engage in
prosocial behavior depending on the sound condition. Interestingly, the levels of
prosocial behavior were high in all conditions. Hence the question arises whether
they would also be similarly high in real-life situations. In the following sections, we
will have a closer look at the meaning of our results and how they relate to already
existing research.

6.1.1 Legibility

Based on the results, we cannot accept the first hypothesis, that when using musical
utterances, the communication of the robot is more legible compared to beeping
sounds and no sounds. In all conditions, the communication of the robot was about
equally legible and most people (around 75%) were able to correctly interpret what
the robot was trying to communicate (see Figures 5.1). This is most likely a result of
the fact that the situations in the videos were not ambiguous. We created the videos
to display the problem of the robot. Our goal was not to enable different kinds of
interpretations of the videos. Instead, by measuring legibility, we wanted to ensure
that the videos and especially the communication of the robot were understood by
the participants. This was the case for the great majority which is important when
looking further at the other variables. If the majority of the participants would have
interpreted the situation and communication of the robot completely differently, this
possibly would have had an influence on the other variables as well. Especially for
resolving the problem of the robot, the right interpretation of the communication and
the problem in the first place is important.

However, we saw a significant difference between beeping and musical sounds
regarding confidence in the interpretation of the communication. Unexpectedly, peo-
ple in the beeping sound condition were significantly more confident than people in
the musical utterance condition. Hence, the beeping can be considered more leg-
ible. The beeping sounds are non-linguistic utterances. Accordingly, they commu-
nicate some level of contextual information. Non-linguistic utterances are generally
said to be easily understandable [26]. Often, they are designed very simplistic and
hence make comprehension by humans fast and easy. Therefore, they are very suit-
able for, among other things, informational alerts [26]. Our results indicate simple
sounds like non-linguistic utterances can already be sufficient valuable additional in-
formation to convey a message. Especially as the scenarios in the current study are
already well understood by the majority of the participants, simple sounds further
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underline these and can be regarded as additional informational channels that can
be comprehended without much effort needed from the humans.

Nonetheless, the confidence in the interpretation did not differ significantly be-
tween the no sound and the musical utterance condition. The levels of confidence
were about the same. Hence, we could not find a difference in legibility here. One
reason for this could be that the participants were surprised to hear music as means
of communication. As described before, the use of musical utterances beyond the
communication of emotions is to date rather rare. Hence they are not familiar with
the use of music for the communication of information. Huron [66] argued that when
we are more familiar with certain music we are better able to predict events and
hence have an increased understanding of its meaning. In turn, this also means
that if music occurs in a more unfamiliar setting, the additional information cannot
be easily interpreted by the listener. Additionally, there is a large body of evidence
for music to convey basic emotions (for example [67] [68] [69]). However, beyond
the basic emotions, the expression of other information through musical utterances
becomes more complex, and different people seem to have different interpretations
of the music. More complex information conveyed by music requires more intrinsic
features of the music. A greater combination and variation of musical properties
have to be used and hence longer sequences of music are needed to effectively
communicate this distinguishable to other meanings [68]. The musical sequences in
the current research were relatively short. Additionally, they were meant to convey
relatively complex information. Therefore, they might have introduced an additional
channel of communication for the robot. However, musical utterances introduced
additional complexity, leaving room for different interpretations. Accordingly, they
possibly require more cognitive efforts to be processed compared to simpler beep-
ing sounds. Hence, musical utterance diminished the benefits sounds can have
as means of communication. This can be also confirmed by the responses to the
open questions. Some participants interpreted the musical utterances for example
as greetings. These interpretations did not occur in the beeping and no sound con-
dition. Accordingly, this indicates that musical utterances similar to other complex
sounds can be interpreted in many ways and introduce ambiguity.

With regard to the confidence people had in their interpretations of the situa-
tion, it is important to note that we did not account for wrong interpretations of the
communications. This means that there is a chance that people understood the
communication of the robot wrong but were still very confident in their understand-
ing. However, this could even be regarded as less legible robot communication
than having low confidence in the correct interpretation. Nonetheless, in the current
study, this issue possibly does not have a big influence. In the first place, a similar
amount of people in all conditions interpreted the communication wrong and there
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was no big difference there. Hence, the case that people gave a strong rating for
a wrong interpretation most likely occurred similarly often in all conditions, reducing
the influence it has on our results regarding the differences in confidence. Still, in
future studies, this should be considered more carefully by accounting for high but
wrong confidence levels like for example in [70] and [71]. Also, this influence should
be kept in mind for the current interpretation of the results.

6.1.2 Perceived Emotions

The results from our study partly confirm the second hypothesis regarding the in-
creased perception of emotions evoking empathy when communicating through mu-
sical utterances compared to beeping and no sounds. Participants were more likely
to perceive empathy-evoking emotions in the musical utterance condition compared
to the beeping sound condition. Hence, participants are also more likely to per-
ceive more emotions generally in the musical utterance condition compared to the
beeping condition. For the comparison between the no sound condition and the
musical utterance condition, our results were not significant. While not significant,
our results hint in the direction that people were more likely to perceive emotions
in a lower category in the no sound conditions, hence, emotions that are less re-
lated to empathy. Though we cannot draw concrete conclusions and this has to be
cautiously interpreted, this is in line with the findings of [35]. They demonstrated
that music is an important means for the communication of emotions within robots.
People were strongly influenced by the emotions conveyed through music. Similarly,
in another study, the hypothesis to use musical sounds together with other modal-
ities was confirmed. Participants were able to perceive emotions in response to a
robot using music, among others, to convey the emotions [36]. Therefore, our find-
ings, that overall more emotions are perceived in the musical utterance condition,
is in line with already existing research. Additionally, the fact that the emotions per-
ceived are beneficial for empathy is a result of the sound design. The designers
were instructed to create sounds with the goal of evoking empathy. They mostly had
negative emotions, such as distress and sadness, in their mind. These are negative
emotions that are best in evoking situational empathy [49].

However, it is important to note that, generally, the level of perceived emotions
was rather low, indicating that the situation was not very emotional, and sounds did
not add much to this. In all conditions, more than half of the participants rated the
emotions of the robot as neutral and in the no sound and beeping sound conditions
it was even more than 60% of the participants. Looking at the answers to the open
questions regarding perceived emotions, a great number of participants mentioned
that robots do not have any feelings or emotions and hence there are no emotions
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to perceive. This a very conscious cognitive process, which was triggered by ask-
ing for their perception. However, generally, the perception of emotions happens
more automatically and unconsciously [72]. Therefore, the perception of emotions
is possibly different in real life. Additionally, the musical sounds were only able to
counteract this to a limited extent. This might be a result of the freedom the sound
designers had in the design of the sounds. Although the sound designers had clear
instructions on what the message to convey is, we did not give any instructions on
how to do it. They had to split their focus and creativity to convey the intention
while also being emotional. However, specific features of music directly map to per-
ceiving specific emotions in music [34]. Yet, to convey the intentions as well these
might have not been made use of fully. Certain intentions might have been con-
veyed through different musical features than the emotions the sound designers had
in mind. Therefore, by making the trade-off between communicating intentions and
emotions, the intentions possibly have interfered with the communication of emo-
tions.

6.1.3 Empathy

We can only partly confirm hypothesis 3.1, which states that people experience more
cognitive empathy when hearing musical utterances compared to beeping sounds
and no sounds. We observed a significant difference between musical utterances
and no sound but no significant difference between beeping sounds and musical ut-
terances. Additionally, with regard to hypothesis 3.2, the results did not confirm that
there is a significant difference in the levels of affective empathy between the beep-
ing sound condition and the musical utterance condition. Overall, in order to feel
empathy more generally, cognitive and affective empathy both have to be present
and interact [43]. Hence, according to our results, the overall levels of empathy are
similar in all conditions, because at least the levels of affective empathy do not differ
significantly between the conditions.

However, looking at the results of the perceived emotions, the results with regard
to affective and cognitive empathy do not come as a surprise. As described earlier,
the majority of participants in each condition did not perceive any emotions in the
communication of the robot and described it as neutral. This was a result of the
cognitive process behind describing emotions and the experience in real life most
likely is different. Nonetheless, empathy is a response to the perception of emotions
within others. The observer perceives an emotion displayed by a target and based
on this might experience empathy. Although the emotions of the observer do not
need to be the same as the emotions experienced by the target, in order to elicit
empathy an emotional stimulus is required [43]. Also, as described in 6.1.2, part
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of the participants seemed to be influenced by their knowledge that robots do not
have any emotions. Possible cognitive empathetic processes influenced affective
empathetic responses as well. Generally, the more conscious cognitive empathy
can have an impact on affective empathy [43]. Therefore, the conscious knowledge
that the robots do not have any emotions or feelings might have had an impact
on the experienced affective empathy. However, with the data of the current study,
we cannot further look into this. So overall, in the current study, the majority of
participants did not perceive any emotions in the communication of the robot and
hence no emotional stimulus was given to them. This results in low levels of empathy
and similar levels of empathy across conditions.

Even in the case that there are differences in the perceived emotions, there are
no significant differences in their perceived strength. In previous studies, a strong
relationship between the intensity of the emotion display and the level of empathy felt
was observed. If emotions are expressed more intensely by the target, the observer
is likely to experience higher levels of empathy [9]. However, in the current study,
all emotions are perceived at a similar level of intensity and there is no significant
difference in the perceived strength. Hence, this also does not enhance empathy in
one condition compared to another one.

Eventually, familiarity also has an influence on empathy. If we are unfamiliar
with the other person or object we are likely to experience lower levels of empathy
[57]. The participants indicated that they have rather low levels of experience with
robots and hence most likely are not familiar with them. Especially in hospitals,
transportation robots are not yet widely introduced. Therefore, the whole scenario
seems to be quite unfamiliar to the participants and hence, reduces the likelihood of
empathy being experienced.

Interestingly, our results showed a significant difference in the levels of cognitive
empathy between the no sound and the musical utterance condition. Cognitive em-
pathy is the more controlled process with regard to empathy and can be consciously
manipulated by people. Part of cognitive empathy is for example perspective tak-
ing [43]. Hence, with musical utterances, people might be better able to put them-
selves into the shoes of the robot. However, our current study does not allow us to
look at whether this is true and what the possible reasons are. Therefore this should
be further looked at in the future.

6.1.4 Prosocial Behavior

The current study does not confirm the fourth hypothesis that there is a significant
difference in the level of prosocial behavior between the use of musical sounds and
the use of beeping or no sounds by a robot. Again, looking at the results with
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regard to empathy, these results concerning prosocial behavior are not surprising.
People tend to engage in more prosocial behavior when they feel more empathetic.
Kamas and Preston [59] demonstrated that empathy and prosocial behavior are
highly positively correlated. Similarly, in another study, it was demonstrated that
when people feel more empathetic toward a robot, they are more likely to help that
robot when it is stuck [21]. As participants in the current study do not experience
significant differences in the levels of empathy in the different conditions, we also
cannot expect differences in the levels of prosocial behavior they intend to engage
in.

Additionally, it can be seen that overall, the level of prosocial behavior is very
high across all conditions. A reason for this might be socially desirable answers.
These are answers that are framed as good answers through social norms [73].
Especially when talking about prosocial behavior, increasing one’s own reputation
and status plays an important role. Hardy and Van Vugt [74] showed in their study,
that people who behave more altruistically, experience more social benefits and are
associated with a higher social status. Hence, people possibly have been aware that
answering with some prosocial behavior is more socially desirable and beneficial for
them. Although in the instructions we mentioned that there are no right or wrong
answers several times, the idea of showing socially desirable behaviors might have
still influenced the participants, at least subconsciously. Accordingly, as we merely
measure the intention to engage in prosocial behavior rather than prosocial behavior
itself, the reality might be different. When people are actually in the situation, their
actual behavior is likely to be different from what they imagine they would be doing
[75]. Therefore, the overall level of intended prosocial behavior was high in our
study. However, this might have been due to social desirability, and in the actual
situation, the level of prosocial behavior possibly differs due to the intention-behavior
discrepancy.

6.1.5 Age and Experience with Robots

Age and experience with robots had significant influences on some of the variables
in contrast to gender. People that were more experienced with robots and that were
older, had a higher level of confidence in the answer to the open question about the
communication of the robot. Additionally, those people also perceive more emotions
in the communication of the robot. Especially for experience, this can be expected.
People that have more experience with robots, understand them better. Horstmann
and Krämer [76] found a relationship between previous experiences with robots and
the expectations they have. People assess the abilities and skills of robots based
on the experience they have with robots. This enhances a realistic understanding
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of this technology [76]. Therefore, the interpretation of the behavior seems to be
easier for them. They have a better understanding of robots and can integrate the
behavior into the bigger picture.

However, for age, this result is surprising. One would expect that people who
are older are more uncertain about technology and therefore, have more difficulty
understanding robots. Generally, older people experience greater difficulty using
unfamiliar technologies and have the feeling of lower self-efficacy [77]. Our results
show the opposite. Yet, the differences are very small. Age was not a variable of
interest in our study and hence we did not purposefully design for it. However, in the
future, it might be interesting to do this and check what role age plays with regard to
legibility and emotions. A similar note holds for experience with robots and it seems
interesting to further investigate this.

6.2 Limitations

Importantly, the current study only concerned situations in which the cause of the
problem was external to the robot. Initially, we also tried to include an internal prob-
lem of the robot (losing navigation) to take those situations also into account. How-
ever, during the sound design, as well as during the pilot study this scenario turned
out to be more complicated than the other scenarios. When the cause of the problem
is internal, the sound designers had no reference point for their sounds. This made
the sound design difficult. Additionally, communicating internal problems without
the use of words or any other communication channels than sound is very difficult.
Hence, the current results are only applicable to situations in which the cause of the
problem is external to the robot.

Additionally, there might have been a mismatch between the sounds and the
embodiment of the robot. The sounds have been designed for the robot that is
developed and designed in the Harmony project (see Figure 3.1). However, due
to scheduling issues, this one was not available for the study. Therefore, another
robot was used (see Figure 4.2). Although we tried our best to select a very similar
robot, this can still have resulted in a mismatch between the robot’s appearance and
the sounds designed. However, matching the appearance and voice or sound of a
robot is highly important in HRI. A mismatch between the two can results in user
expectations not being met and therefore have adverse effects on the interaction
and evaluation [78]. Even though we aimed for a high similarity, we cannot rule out
that there was a mismatch between the sounds and the appearance of the robot and
hence that this mismatch had an effect on our results.

Next to that, our results should be interpreted with caution. Due to time and re-
source limitations, we conducted an online study, where the participants saw videos
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of an acted situation. Therefore, the participants did not experience the situation in
real life and had merely an observer position. This possibly has an influence on the
levels of legibility, perceived emotions, and experienced empathy. Also, the study
measures the intention to engage in prosocial behavior compared to actual proso-
cial behavior itself. However, there can be a difference between what people intend
to do and what they are actually doing. Therefore, we can only draw conclusions
about empathy and prosocial behavior to a limited extent. Rather the results should
be regarded as an indication but real-life studies are needed to draw concrete con-
clusions.

Also, it is important to acknowledge that we did not take other variables into
account regarding empathy and prosocial behavior that in previous research have
been proven to have an influence on them. For example, familiarity influences the
level of experienced empathy. If people are more familiar with a robot, they are
likely to be more empathetic towards it [57]. Similarly, when people experience
higher levels of distress in a situation they are more likely to engage in prosocial
behavior [79]. Accounting for these and other variables would have been out of the
scope of the current study. However, we cannot rule out that they are important to
consider in the sound design and that they still had an influence on our results that
we did not see.

Finally, we presented the videos of the scenarios in the same order to all par-
ticipants. Unfortunately, SurveyMonkey did not allow to randomize the order of the
videos. This might have introduced an order effect. Especially with visual stim-
uli, primacy effects can be expected in the studies. Visual stimuli that are shown
at the beginning might be used as a standard for comparison and are differently,
more intensively processed by people [80]. Therefore, when seeing the latter visual
stimuli, they are possibly framed by what has already been perceived beforehand.
Accordingly, we cannot rule out that responses for the latter videos might have been
biased by the first videos. As the videos were always in the same order, always the
responses to the same videos might be biased.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

In our study, we tried to find an answer to the question ’To what extent are musical
utterances able to communicate intention and emotions that result in empathy and
prosocial behavior toward a robot?’. Musical utterances were able to convey more
empathy-evoking emotions compared to beeping sounds. The results also hinted
at more emotions perceived in musical utterances compared to no sounds, but our
results were not significant. With regard to empathy, the musical utterances only
made a significant difference for cognitive empathy when compared to the no sound
condition.

We made use of scenarios that were not ambiguous and easy to interpret. Hence,
musical utterances did not add much to the legibility. Moreover, the musical utter-
ances might have introduced an additional channel of information that is not easy
to interpret when compared to beeping and might add confusion. We did not ob-
serve an influence on the levels of cognitive empathy experienced between beeping
sounds and musical sounds. Also, music did not make a significant difference in the
experience of affective. Accordingly, given the mediating role of empathy, we could
also not expect a difference in the level of prosocial behavior which we also did not
observe.

From these results, it can be concluded that in unambiguous situations and sce-
narios in the current use case, no sound is required to communicate the intentions
of the robot and the situation already entails enough information on its own. Beeping
sounds can be used to increase the confidence of the users in the understanding
of the robot. Musical utterances are mainly useful in the communication of emo-
tions. However, with our current study, we cannot draw concrete conclusions about
whether this leads also to increased empathy and willingness to engage in prosocial
behaviors. A main reason for this is the nature of the current study, which gives
good reasons for future research to further look into the effects musical utterances
can have, especially with regard to empathy and prosocial behavior.

In future research, the sounds for the robot should be designed more consid-
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erately with the context in mind and based on already existing theory. This would
ensure a closer fit of the sounds. Additionally, a real-life study should be conducted
to get more insights into the effects of musical utterances on empathy and prosocial
behavior. With our online study, we could only investigate these variables to a lim-
ited extent. Finally, when looking at the use of musical sounds to evoke empathy and
prosocial behavior, other variables that we for the current study disregarded but that
play an important role should be taken into account to get a more holistic picture.
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Appendix A

Scenario Outlines for Sound Design

Introduction
It is 2030. In the past decade, the shortage of healthcare staff resulted in a growth
in the usage of robots in hospitals. These are able to take all kinds of manual labor
tasks over for which no human workers could be found. Luckily, robots have been
further developed to take over the tasks of healthcare workers to accommodate to
these problems. Also, the hospital in Enschede benefits from these advancements.
Recently, they bought a number of robots (see pictures) that can take over trans-
portation tasks. The robots carry around materials for on-demand deliveries as well
as test samples such as blood samples. The robot is moving fully autonomously
through the hospital and can load and unload all items by itself. By working com-
pletely on its own, the robot is a real relief for healthcare workers. In the weeks
that it has been implemented, everyone felt the stress getting off their shoulders and
they could focus on tasks that really require the knowledge and experience of the
hospital staff and that is also fun to do for them. Nonetheless, for everyone, health-
care workers, patients, and visitors, seeing the robots is a rather new experience.
Therefore, the robot is designed to work well in the human-centered environment to
avoid the need of adjusting the hospital environment itself.

Warm-up: Robot entering the elevator with people in it
The robot is driving around the hospital to deliver the requested materials to a ward.
The robot has to pick it up in the material storage room on the ground floor. After
picking up some materials and starting its way to the ward the request came from,
the robot is meeting a group of nurses passing by. The nurses seem to be of differ-
ent age groups and have different experiences of working in the hospital. They pass
the robot and smile at it. The robot continues its journey and arrives at the elevator.
The ward that requested the material is on a different floor. The robot signals to the
elevator that it wants to enter and after a few minutes, the elevator opens its doors.
The robot wants to enter the elevator but there are already people in the elevator.
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The robot wants to greet them when entering the elevator.

What sound does the robot make to get the intention of greeting people across
in an emotional way so that it might trigger empathy?

Scenario 1: People blocking the way of the robot
For the robot, it is a busy day at the hospital. All day long, it is carrying around
different items to deliver them to various locations. Currently, the robot is loaded
with some materials the nurses need in the emergency room. On its way, the robot
sees some kids playing in the entrance hall while their mother is talking at the recep-
tion. The robot goes into the hallway toward the emergency rooms. The robot goes
around a corner but suddenly it stops. A group of nurses, doctors, and an older pa-
tient are standing in the hallway talking such that the robot cannot go around them.
In the first moment, no one in the group realizes that they are standing in the way
of the robot. But then the older woman notices the robot standing next to them and
looks at the robot skeptically. It seems like she has never seen a robot before. Still,
the rest of the group is so deep in their conversation, that they do not notice the robot
right next to them. The robot urgently needs to deliver the materials and therefore
needs the people to go out of the way.

What sound does the robot make to get the intention that the people need to
move out of the way across in an emotional way so that it might trigger empathy?

cenario 2: A door on the way of the robot is closed
Later that week, the robot is driving through the hallways again to fulfill its tasks. It
is on its way to the laboratory, to redistribute test samples to they can be analyzed.
Currently, it is not busy in the hospital and the robot can easily make its way. The
robot has to go around a young pregnant woman who is going slowly through the
hospital with her partner who is talking on the phone. They stop for a second and
look surprised at the robot. Also, some nurses are walking by the robot fast without
really noticing it or giving it any attention. They seem to be in a hurry to get to a
patient that needs their help. The robot is approaching a door. Normally, all doors
on the main routes of the robot should be open. However, someone seems to have
accidentally closed the door. When the robot arrives at the door it stops. It cannot
open the door and therefore needs someone to open the door for it. It does not
understand how this could happen. It wants to fulfill its tasks and therefore needs
to get through the door somehow. Behind the robot, it hears steps and realizes that
people are approaching it. These people can help the robot go through the door.
When the people are going through the door, they need to hold it open for it, so that
it can continue its journey.

What sound does the robot make to get the intention that the people need to
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open the door across in an emotional way so that it might trigger empathy?

Scenario 3: Robot getting stuck on an obstacle
Another day in that week, the robot is on its way to the material room to pick up some
materials a nurse has demanded. The robot is going through the transportation cor-
ridors. The robot is approaching a cable that is laying on the ground. Normally, the
sensors of the robot should detect the cable. However, today something must be
wrong with the sensors and they do not detect it. Therefore, the robot is continuing
to drive as always, but it is not built to be able to drive over cables. The wheels are
too small to get over such obstacles. Hence, when trying to drive over the cables
the robot gets stuck. One of the wheels made it still over the cable, but the robot is
unable to get any further by itself. However, it has tasks to complete and wants to
pick up the material to deliver them as soon as possible. The robot recognizes the
issue it is having and stops trying to go over the cable. A few minutes later, it hears
people approaching it. A nurse together with someone from the administrative staff
is walking down the corridor. Perhaps they can help the robot.

What sound does the robot make to get the intention that the robot is stuck and
needs help across in an emotional way so that it might trigger empathy?

Scenario 4: Robot loses its navigation
On the next day, the robot is requested to deliver materials to a ward that it seldomly
goes to. The robot rarely needs to deliver material to this ward and cannot navigate
further than this ward. The robot is making its way toward the ward. The robot wants
to turn right around a corner but detects that people are coming from that hallway.
A nurse is pushing an older man that seems to not be fully present in the moment
through the hallway. To go out of the way of the people, it is going further straight
instead of turning right. It does so to not be in the way of the nurse with the man.
However, the robot has never gone further straight instead of turning left or right at
that corner. Therefore, the robot loses its navigation and no longer knows where it
is. As soon as the robot notices this, it stops. The robot cannot navigate back to the
right hallway where it wanted to go or to the location before it tried to turn right. A
family, the parents with a little boy and a slightly older girl, is approaching the robot.
The robot recognizes its chance to get help.

What sound does the robot make to get the intention that the robot lost its navi-
gation and needs help across in an emotional way so that it might trigger empathy?
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Video Scripts

Scenario 1: People blocking the way of the robot
See long hallway that looks like a hallway with patient rooms. In the hallway, a nurse
and a doctor are standing with a patient and their relatives. They are standing near
the crossing of two hallways.

The group is blocking the hallway to go straight. They are the only people in the
hallway.

The robot comes into the picture from behind the camera and is driving toward
the group.

The robot gets closer and closer to the group. No one of the group seems to take
notice of the approaching robot.

The robot is stopping behind the person that stands closest to it. The robot is
stopping with a minimum distance of around 1 meter. The robot faces towards the
group. There is space to go into the hallway to the right, however, the robot wants to
go straight.

The group is still talking and still not seem to notice the robot.
The robot makes the sound and waits for a reaction from the group.
Video stops

Scenario 2: A door on the way of the robot is closed
See long hallway that looks like a hallway with patient rooms. In a bit distance, one
can see an older couple sitting on chairs in front of a room. They look like they are
waiting.

A doctor is walking quickly through the hallway together with a nurse towards the
camera. They are talking.

The robot comes into the picture from behind the camera. It goes straight for a
moment.

The robot slightly turns right. It seems like it wants to go in the nurse room on
the right. The door of the nurse room is closed.
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The robot stops in front of the door and positions itself next to the door.
From behind the robot (behind the camera) someone is approaching. The steps

that the person makes can be heard.
The person appears in the frame and is walking towards the robot. The person

is looking at the robot but seems like wanting to walk straight.
The person comes closer to the robot. When the person is in audible distance of

the robot, it makes the sound and waits for a reaction from the person.
Video stops

Scenario 3: Robot getting stuck on an obstacle
See long hallway that looks like a hallway with patient rooms. In a bit distance, one
can see an older couple talking to a doctor and nurse.

In the near distance a cable is lying on the ground.
The robot comes towards the camera. It goes straight towards the cable. It is

lying on the ground in such a way that the robot cannot go around it.
From the opposite of the robot (behind the camera), someone is walking towards

the robot. Their steps are slightly hearable.
The robot tries to drive over the cable but gets stuck. By driving back and forth it

tries to get off the cable, but the robot is not able to do so.
After a few tries, the robot stops and stands still.
The person walking towards the robot is looking at the robot and observing the

robot getting stuck. The robot looks at the person.
The person gets near the robot and is about to pass by. When the person is in

audible distance, it makes the sound and waits for a reaction from the person.
Video stops

Scenario 4: The robot loses its navigation
See long hallway that looks like a hallway with patient rooms near a crossing of
hallways. Voices of people are hearable.

The robot comes from the opposite of the camera towards the crossing.
The robot approaches a corner where it wants to turn right.
When arriving at the corner, the robot turns right and wants to go into the hallway.
In that moment, people arrive at that corner as well from the hallway the robot

wanted to go in. The people are talking. To make space, the robot turns again by 90
degree and goes straight.

When being in the other hallway the robot stops when being in the hallway. A
person is walking towards the robot (from behind the camera).

The person is approaching the robot. When the person is in an audible distance
from the robot, it makes the sound and waits for a reaction from the person.
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Video stops



Appendix C

Coding Scheme for Legibility

The answer does not relate to the problem of the robot or not identifying the problem
of the robot (0):

• The robot is greeting

• The robot is trying to say hello

• The robot makes music

• The robot is patiently waiting

• The robot wants to talk to the group

• Description of “wrong” problem

• The robot acknowledges people (anything) around them

The answer is a general description of the situation (1):

• The robot is stuck

• The robot needs help

• The robot has a problem

• The robot has an error

• The robot is malfunctioning

• The robot’s path is blocked

• It cannot continue its path

The answer is a specific description of what the situation is or a combined de-
scription (2):
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• The robot is stuck and needs help

• Context 1

– People are blocking the way

– People should move out of the way

– The robot needs to go where the people are standing

• Context 2

– The robot needs the door to be opened

– Wants to go through the closed door

• Context 3

– The robot needs to get over the extension cord

– The robot cannot move over the cord
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Coding Scheme for Emotions

Neutral Emotions (0):

• No emotion

• Normal

• Neutral

• Any answer that does not describe an emotion

Positive Emotions (1):

• Patience

• Happy

• Politeness

• Inquisitive

• Playful

• Pleasant

• Intrigued

• Cheerful

• Content

• Caring

• Delight

Negative Emotions (2):
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• Annoyance

• Concern

• Disturbed

• Distress

• Frustration

• Alert

• Sadness

• Confusion

• Urgency

• Impatience

• Helpless

• Unsurity

• Disgust

• Troubled

• Alert

• Disappointed

• Disgust

• Disgruntled

• Apprehensive

• Troubled

• Despair

• Conflicted

• Anxious

• Irritation



Appendix E

Statements to Measure Empathy

Statements with (CE) behind them measure cognitive empathy. Statements with
(AE) behind them measure affective empathy. The original order of the statements
was as below. However, all participants saw the statements in a random order

I could easily tell the feelings of the robot. (CE)

It was easy to understand the emotions of the robot. (CE)

The robot influenced how I am feeling. (AE)

It was easy to imagine how the robot was feeling. (CE)

I stayed emotionally detached from the situation. (AE)

I got deeply involved with the feelings of the robot. (AE)

The situation of the robot affected me very much. (AE)

I considered the feelings of the robot. (CE)

I find it easy to put myself in the shoes of the robot. (CE)
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Results of Factor Analysis for
Empathy

Table F.1: Factor Loadings for Scenario 1.
Factor 1 Factor 2

Question 1 .85 .32
Question 2 .88 .32
Question 3 .27 .75
Question 4 .82 .32
Question 5 .19 .30
Question 6 .33 .79
Question 7 .22 .83
Question 8 .41 .71
Question 9 .64 .34

Table F.2: Factor Loadings for Scenario 2.
Factor 1 Factor 2

Question 1 .88 .26
Question 2 .88 .24
Question 3 .25 .88
Question 4 .90 .25
Question 5 .14 .37
Question 6 .34 .78
Question 7 .23 .89
Question 8 .63 .56
Question 9 .67 .29
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Table F.3: Factor Loadings for Scenario 3.
Factor 1 Factor 2

Question 1 .89 .26
Question 2 .90 .24
Question 3 .21 .88
Question 4 .93 .23
Question 5 .15 .42
Question 6 .32 .85
Question 7 .23 .84
Question 8 .57 .59
Question 9 .75 .31

Table F.4: Factor Loadings for All Scenarios Combined Excluding Question 5 and 8.
Factor 1 Factor 2

Question 1 .87 .28
Question 2 .89 .27
Question 3 .24 .83
Question 4 .89 .27
Question 6 .33 .79
Question 7 .22 .86
Question 9 .68 .31
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Coding Scheme for Prosocial
Behavior

Prosocial behavior is any behavior that merely benefits someone else (in this case
the robot) and does not have a direct added value for the person executing it

No prosocial behavior (0):

• The behavior is not directly to the benefit of the robot

• No prosocial behavior is described

• Behavior that might be prosocial but does not relate to resolving the situation
for the robot

Weak prosocial behavior (1):

• Prosocial behavior that only indirectly benefits the robot, only indirectly re-
solves the problem/issue

• Try to help the robot

• Think about how the robot can be helped

• See what is going on or what the robot wants

• Interacting with the robot

• Whether they would engage in prosocial behavior or not depends on some-
thing

• Stop and see what is happening

• I would move out of the way

• Make sure things are okay
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Strong prosocial behavior (2):

• Prosocial behavior that directly resolves the problem/issue of the robot

• Tell someone the robot is stuck

• Look for someone who can help

• Seeking advice

• Context 1: Ask the rest of the group to move out of the way

• Context 2

– Open the door for the robot

– Knock the door

• Context 3: Move the cable out of the way



Appendix H

Questionnaire
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Appendix I

Model Fit Measures for Legibility

Table I.1: Model fit measures for legibility and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 501.97 519.28 -246.98 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 501.04 522.69 -245.52 2.93 .087
(3) Experience 6 503.82 525.47 -246.91 0.14 .705
Note. Model 2, 3, 4 were compared to model 1, Model 5 was compared to model 2

Table I.2: Model fit measures for confidence in legibility and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 2117.46 2139.13 -1053.74 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 2103.04 2129.02 -1045.52 16.44 .000
(3) Gender 7 2116.99 2147.30 -1051.49 4.49 .105
(4) Experience 6 2111.48 2137.46 -1049.74 8.00 .000
Model 2 with a second covariate
(5) Age and ex-
perience

7 2092.69 2123.00 -1039.35 12.35 .000

Note. Model 2, 3, 4 were compared to model 1, Model 5 was compared to model 2
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Appendix J

Test of Assumptions for Confidence
in Communication Interpretation

Figure J.1: Histogram of distribution of residuals for the confidence in the interpre-
tation of the robot communication.
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Figure J.2: Scatterplot of residuals by sound condition for the confidence in the
interpretation of the robot communication.

Figure J.3: Scatterplot of residuals by confidence for the confidence in the interpre-
tation of the robot communication.
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Model Fit Measures for Emotions

Table K.1: Model fit measures for perceived emotion and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 973.61 995.26 -481.80 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 971.52 997.49 -479.76 4.09 .043
(3) Experience 6 971.22 997.20 -479.61 4.38 .036
Model 3 with a second covariate
(4) Age and ex-
perience

7 970.20 1000.51 -478.10 3.02 .082

Note. Model 2, 3, 4 were compared to model 1, Model 5 was compared to model 2

Table K.2: Model fit measures for perceived emotion strength and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 2259.41 2281.03 -1123.71 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 2266.76 2292.69 -1127.38 5.34 .021
(3) Gender 7 2257.81 2288.05 -1121.90 5.61 .061
(4) Experience 6 2263.64 2289.58 -1125.82 2.22 .136
Note. Model 2, 3, 4 were compared to model 1, Model 5 was compared to model 2
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Test of Assumptions for Perceived
Strength of Emotion

Figure L.1: Histogram of distribution of residuals for perceived strength of emotion.
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Figure L.2: Scatterplot of residuals by sound condition for perceived strength of
emotion.

Figure L.3: Scatterplot of residuals by confidence for perceived strength of emotion.
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Model Fit Measures for Empathy

Table M.1: Model fit measures for cognitive empathy and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 2187.50 2209.12 -1088.75 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 2196.93 2222.87 -1092.47 7.43 .006
(3) Gender 7 2191.45 2221.70 -1088.73 0.05 .977
(4) Experience 6 2192.79 2218.72 -1090.39 3.29 .069

Table M.2: Model fit measures for affective empathy and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 1905.42 1927.04 -947.71 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 1915.05 1940.98 -951.52 7.63 .005
(3) Gender 7 1910.22 1940.47 -948.11 0.80 .669
(4) Experience 6 1909.60 1935.54 -948.80 2.18 .140
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Test of Assumptions for Affective
Empathy

Figure N.1: Histogram of distribution of residuals for affective empathy.
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Figure N.2: Scatterplot of residuals by sound condition for affective empathy.

Figure N.3: Scatterplot of residuals by confidence for affective empathy.
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Test of Assumptions for Cognitive
Empathy

Figure O.1: Histogram of distribution of residuals for cognitive empathy.
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Figure O.2: Scatterplot of residuals by sound condition for cognitive empathy.

Figure O.3: Scatterplot of residuals by confidence for cognitive empathy.



Appendix P

Model Fit Measures for Prosocial
Behavior

Table P.1: Model fit measures for prosocial behavior and ANOVA results.

Model df AIC BIC
Log-
Likelihood

χ2 p

(1) Sound 5 1135.57 1157.32 -562.83 - -
Model 1 with covariate
(2) Age 6 1137.58 1163.56 -562.79 0.09 .769
(3) Gender 7 1134.66 1164.97 -560.33 5.01 .081
(4) Experience 6 1136.30 1162.27 -562.15 1.38 .241
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